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Roberts Improvement Dis- Revolutionists Swarming Into1 Rain Only Can Save Large Gathering of Twenty CenturA" British Cruiser Bedford Strik Succumbs to
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Statute Forbidding Them Within Cable Communication WithNi-caraguIs Interrupted for
Five Miles Is ConstiBrief Interval.
tutional.
The territorial supreme court adjourned at two o'clock this afternoon
to attend the funeral of the late E. A.
Fiske. Four important opinions were
handed down this forenoon and a number of other opinions win probably be
delivered tomorrow.
Case No. 1305, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. Wade Swift, appellant, was dismissed by appellant,
Swift, who had been convicted at Ros- Governor Mills, the reprieve being recommended by Chief Justice W. H.
Pope and District Attorney L. O. Ful-le-

n.

Cases No. 1316 and 1317 were argued and submitted.
They are C. E.
Thomas, appellant, vs. C. E. Gavin,
appellee, and Amarillo Hardware Co.,
appellant, vs. J. F. McMurray, appellee.
Case No. 1292, John H. Rapp, appellant, vs. E. B. Venable, probate clerk,
etc., appellee, was affirmed in an opinion by Judge John R. McFie. The ap-- !
pellant applied for a license to vena
liquors at retail in the town of Central,
Grant county, but was refused the license by appellee, who based his refusal on the ground that the saloon
was "within five miles of a United

States government sanatorium"

'

and

was not "one previously established,"
and was therefore within the inhibition of Section 2, Chapter 115, Laws
of 1905 The appellant brought suit in
mandamus. The appeal is based upon
the assertion that the act is unconstitutional. The supreme court declar
ed the act constitutional.
Case No. 1295, Territory of New
jxiexico; appellee, ; vs; juan . jjareia,
Dona Ana county, is affirmed, in an
opinion by Associate Justice Ira A.
Abbott. The appellant was sentenced
for murder. He appealed on the
ground that the term of court had ex-- '
pired by limitation of law twelve days
before his conviction and that nis
trial therefore was a. nullity. The
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syllabus says:
A term of district court in the territory, begun and held by any judge,
as required by law, for a county In the
district, continues in existence until
the day fixed by law for the beginning
of another term of that court for the
same county, unless sooner adjourned
without a day, although another term
of the same court for another county
has been held, as required by law, in
the meantime, by the same or another
judge.
Case No. 1329, The Costilla Land
and Investment Company, plaintiff
and appellee, vs. Robert Allen et al.,
defendants and appellants, from Taos
county, on motion to dismiss the appeal, the court in an opinion written
by Chief Justice W. H. Pope, dismisses the appeal. The complainant

.

,

;

asked damagesfor $10,000, a decree
quieting title and an Injunction against
the act and pretensions of the defendants as outlined. The court
ordered a preliminary Injunction as
prayed upon giving of bond but the
case as yet remains untried. The
plaintiffs filed

a motion alleging that

the defendants had violated the terms
of the Injunction and the court adjudged eight of the defendants in contempt, each being fined $25 and costs.
The defendants appealed from this
decision. The syllabus says:
1. Proceedings to punish for contempt ' are deemed criminal in their
nature when the purpose is primarily
punishment.
2. Where the purpose of such pro
ceeding is primarily compensation or
by way of reimbursement to the opposite party for expenses growing out of
the alleged contempt the proceeding is
civil.
3.
While the border line between
the two classes of proceedings is often
Indistinct, the question of whether the
offender is a party to the suit, whether
the proceedings are before final decree and whether the fine goes to the
public or a party to the litigation are
often determinative considerations.
4. No appeal lies In this territory
from a judgment for what is classed
as a criminal contempt. Marinan v,
12 N. M. 451 followed.
An order Imposing a fine, pay
able by way of reimbursement, to the
opposite party, for violation of a preliminary injunction Is an interlocutory
order In a civil proceeeding and review
ui HUCH all uiuci .vcvix wk3 v.
only after final decree and in conne&

Baker,
5.

Hundreds of Weary Men Have Paintings and Collections Viewed Vessel Is Badly Broken
by
Battled in Vain to Stay
for Hours by Cultured
pact During Speed
Forest Fires.
Trial.
Throng.

a

New Orleans, La., Aug. 22. ManMissoula, Mont., Aug. 22. From evThe exponents of art, science, literlives
London, Aug. 22. Eighteen
agua has fallen. The Nicaragua revoery corner of western Montana aft'd ature, law, medicine, politics and cul were lost when the British cruiser
lutionists finally have reached the goal
this morning, there were pray ture in its true sense, formed an in Bedford ran ashore on the rocks off
for which they have been fighting for 'Idaho,
that the weather bureau had hit
ers
not
gathering at 'the famous Old Qiielpart Island, Korea, yesterday, ac- months. President Madriz did
forecast for showers today testing
right
Palace
when
the formal opening of cording to a report received here by
flee. He remained in the capital city
Nothing but rain can save the situa- - the Museum of Archaeology, rich in
urairai l ye.
i ne men were uiem- efuntil the last. Cablegrams to this
tion
Hundreds of weary men, who art and historic
bers
room staff. The
the
of
took
engine
treasures,
place
fect were received here this after- for
days have battled with the flames on Saturday evening.
accident occurred during full speed
noon.
in the forests, are staggering to safe
Tine affair, which took the nature trials of the vessel, .and the cruiser
Estrada Proclaimed President.
ty with bloodshot eyes and aching of a reception, brilliant from every evidently was badly smashed, since
New Orleans, La., Aug. 22. Jose linibs,
in
immersing themselves
heId in
the precence the deaths are stated to have been
viewpoint
Dolores Estrada today issued a proc- streams or burynig their faces
in;of
s0
people from! due "to the inrush of water." There
distinguished
lamation declaring his brother, Gen- mud from the maddening heat Thel.u, over
many sunken islands in that
e,
nt testi-lar- e
was
word
thg
eral Juan J. Estrada, president of the
improvement in the situation is mony of the appreciation of the work cinity and navigation is not reconi-a- t
reunited republic of Nicaragua. The
Wallace where the remnant of the;of tne Scnool
at this season. The vessel
Archaeolo-'en(le- d
revolutionists are pouring into Man- town that is left seems safe from!gy and of the of American
i
in such position that there is
Archaeological
society
auu at m .Ku,
agua. The situation is alarming. This
Ueie lue i0wu of New Mexic0i of tne work of
theoretically no possibility of saving
cablegram was received from Mana- uireaumea an aay yesterday, is be - ;L.,dles, MuBeum Committee and of! her. The hull is full of water up to
gua this afternoon by Harvey Smith, iievQ w ue saie. ine uwns oi iari,;the Woman-Board of Trade all har. the engine bulkhead, water pouring
who served the Madriz government .
Henaeron and the 0ld Van moniously buiiaing up interest in n through gaping holes, and the offl- u bu regib are in asnes.
here as consul general.
ine oia tlat antiquity which makes Santa Fevers and crew have been taken off.
.The sister warships Minotaur and
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. Con- placer town of Murrey, Idaho, is inlunioue
v"
Monmouth of the British smiarirnn.
firmatory dispatches of reverses to danger. The flames have the upper
nrhane m v
M,;r.
the Madriz forces continue to arrive band of the situation in scores of ;m. jn the BOUtnweat tnls side of u,, which anchored yesterday near the
nam is we oniy saivauon ior Anse,es could sucn a
at the state department today. All
gathering be wreck to render assistance, were
dealt with the fighting around Grana- hundreds of miles of timber and many fp,.nd for nowhere is there such a obliged to put to sea last night owing
auu bmmi
ine men lodestone to attract an assemblage of, heavy weather.
da and the evacuation of Bluefields
to
flames
the
the
of hu- limit
fought
Bluffs last week and none touched on
and '
man ondnrannfl ond o
mltnMtiTlnwi artists, scientists, political powers
as that'
the developments since that time.
from the contest m many places.
;
I to "make
better Indians" and founder
grnnd Qld palace
Cables Interrupted.
other
3"
0'
many
clubs, leagues and so- re-'
those
the
and
C
ye.
reception
o ,
New York, Aug. 22. The interrupwas
u
VVH.5U., Aug.
Lumnns who wrote
zi.
i
opuivaue,
weniy
tion of all cable communication with persons are known to be dead as the ceivirg had that "atmosphere" that'cletiesthat delightful book that still delighti
was
no
and
decidedly
appropriate
the Pacific coast of Nicaragua renders result of forest fires within a radius
none'er the affair was a success to Santa Feans and others, "Land of Poco
impossible the confirmation of reports of 150 miles, of Wallace. The death
Tiempo," and it is Lummis who preany Santa Fean feel proud.
emanating from the Atlantic side that list for the entire
district
sides
over "The Lion's Den" in the
Brilliant Array.
Managua has fallen and that Estrada, of northern Idaho is certain to reacfh
As one entered the Old Palace and "Out West" Magazine.
the titular head of the revolutionist one hundred and probably many more. tnriiprt to thp
With Mr. Lummis came Dr. Z. A.
riht. n hrillinnt nrrsv Munk
faction has assumed the presidency of It is impossible at the present time!of
from lMS Angeles. Dr. Man
met
eaze
neonlo
the
dlstlnRuied
the republic. There seems to be no to make an accurate check on theiT1,,,. . that famn,,s ... rwontinn:is the physician who has devoted his
doubt, however, of the recent defeat missing. From Wallace comes the
which has seen hlgtory of cen.jtlme and money and talent to collect of the government forces and the can-tur- e
me wwu ui xjuikc is
mjturiei written were gathered people. 1D& everytning tnat would show the
flames and certain of destruction. The-fr()of Granada.
g,. t0 coast and
from' far history of Arizona and presenting
'
fire rangers of that section are so ex- - j acrogs the seas.
ithis "Arizoniana" collection to the
hausted that no effective. battli They had come like
New Mexico
DARING ATTEMPT AT
t0 a' southwestern museum.
pllgrims,
PIRACY IN PACIFIC OCEAN. against the flames can be made.
Ine; and tneir 'faces portrayed the is sti" looking for a Dr. Munk to do
hundred residents of the town are injoy it gaye them tQ be ,n that Ancient the same kindness for this interest
flight toward Wallace. The negro sol-- i Palace and in tne midst of its ro ing country.
Captain Wood of the Steamer Buck diers of the 25th
Near the two Los Angeles authors
infantry who havelmance
Is
Killed
and
Murderer
ingham
done
heroic
and saved many, Fir,; nf
work
wns Hi 'and scientists stood Edgar L. Hewett,
athprin
Leaps Into Sea.
lives and much property in the vicin-- j
, hv thfi
nrpSpTip0 nf tha rhipf the archaeologist director of Ameriof Wallace, are now resting having exeCutive of this vast
can
ity
tine
for
archaeology
Archaeologic- territory GovSan Francisco, Aug. 22. Meager been
in continuous
battle
al
engaged
Institute
of
1906 and
since
America
crror
flrst
wmiam
and
Millg
tng
j,
details have reached this city of a against the flames from four o'clock
in the Territory( Mr3. Mills. The author of numerous papers on Ameri- iUdy
sea.
at
morning,
tragedy
Yesterday
Saturday afternoon until early today.
iega authority of the Terri- - can archaeology, anthropology, sociolCaptain Wood of the steamer Buck-ha- The forest rangers report to Super- was
education.
and
It
Director
was
tne
torv
of
0gy,
alg0 there jn
pergon
southbound from Seattle to San visor Weigle that six of his men
tsHpp William H Pnno. ThP Hewett's excellent judgment that en- Francisco, was shot and killed in his dead; five having been smothered in
seCretary of the territory, who is act- - abled him to select such able associ- cabin, by Fred Thomas, who then a. luuuei wuere iub enure crew
iw
ing governor when the chief executive ates to make the reception Saturday
sea
the
he
realized
when
leaped into
ueu
iweive
reports
Kauger
leiuge.
abgent( was also there in the per- - night so interesting and to reward
that his accomplice in the engine dead, three
permanently blinded and son of Hon. Nathan Jaffa, accompa- - tnose w&o attended it with the sight
room had failed to join him in mak- thirteen
with broken legs.
f such paintings and such collec- nied by Mrs. Jaffa. Of other political
ing his mastery of tihe boat complete.
Control.
tions.
Beyond
jand legal powers were judges of the
The story of a sensational attempt at
Washington, Aug. 22. Associate
btuaents Tnere, Too.
piracy was relayed by telephone via Forester Potter was present at the supreme court and the chairman of
f the younger set of lovers
of
Hon.
the
the
great
Republican
party,
at
a
from
station
wireless
Eureka,
He laid before the army H. O. Bursum.
conference.
lan- and
the
or
archaeology
history
Table Bluff. The daring attempt to officers the latest information from
guage of the prehistoric people who
Artists Were There.
seize the boat was made at 2:15 the fire
His advices were
regions.
lived in this part of the world, were
were
The
of
well
also
realms
art
to
went
o'clock, when Thomas
Cap that a high wind prevailed on Sunday
many who have been attending the
two
of
the
represented by
presence
tain Wood's cabin and summoned the at Wallace, Idaho, that one
of
Rito de los Frijoles camp, lecturing or
quarter
masters
Carl
of
color,
distinguished
to
door.
The
the
the
details
of
latter
the town had been burned. Import Lotave of Paris, and Warren E. Rol- - listening to lectures. At the recep-lin- s
encounter were not learned as Wood he said will be threatened and
Libby
of
of Los Angeles. Mr. Lotave's ticr were Miss
was unable to make a statement after
and Troy, Montana, are in grave danfcrd
and
who
was
England,
reflected
University,
in
the
paintings
the shooting and the murderer leap- ger, each town
asking for 250 troops.
adorned the walls of tfliree rooms cently won a fellowship to study the
ed into the sea immediately. Thomas' Twenty-fiv- e
fire fighters have been that were visited
by the visitors and Indian of the southwest; W. P. Har-Maccomplice was overpowered by the killed, according to the forestry re- Rollins
admirahle
nnrtraits of rington, tihe brilliant linguist of the
engineers and put in irons.
port. The fires are reported racing the Indlan and his drawlngs of thelr School of American Archaeology who
towards Mullen and Burke, Idaho, and homes had stood in tnat very
recej5. has just completed a series of lecROUGH RIDERS WILL
the west end of Lolo, another Idaho tion TOom oniy a few weeks before.
res in Seattle and other cities on
GREET COLONEL ROOSEVELT. town, is said to be blazing. All in jE
artists were the cynosure of all the coast; Sylvanus G. Morley, who is
habitants of the St. Regis valley are eyes, for after all, what
price can be one of the authorities on the civilizaRidDenver, Colo., Aug. 22. Rough
reported to have been taken out on put on art? And did not the work tion of the ancient people of Central
ers from Oklahoma, Texas, New Mex special trains. Two hundred forest
America; Jesse Nusbaum, who has
the master?
ico, Arizona and Wyoming, as well as rangers are reported in grave danger praise
rendered invaluable service to the
Too.
Scientists
,
all sections of Colorado, will shout on the Idaho side of the east fork of
school as a photographer of ancient
none
but
Unassuming,
unobtrusive,
welcome to their former chief, Colonel the St. Joe river in the Bitter Root
the less great were others at the re-- luins and hieroglyphics; K. M.
Roosevelt, when he arrives here from mountains. The fires on or near the
They were scientists, even IJan, whose skill as a modeler has
Cheyenne, Wyo., next Monday. Some Bitter Root, Missoula and Cabinet If
lacked that
look aade Jt possible to exhibit some of
they
of them, riding from their homes, forests are beyond control. The war
to be common to such men. "e handicraft of the ancient peoples;
supposed
have started already, but a large num department already has thirty compa- There was the Hon. Frank
Springer, an(? many others from the camp were
ber are taking advantage of the ar- nies in the field. If other federal
whose
scientific there, serving as a suitable back
palaeontologist,
rangements of General Sherman Bell, troops are to be ordered to the threat- works and papers have made him ground like a chorus for "star" solo- in connection with the national en- ened regions they mu3t come from dis- world
famed, among scientists in- - ists.
campment of Spanish war veterans, tant iorts and emergency funds must terested in his work. Mr. Springer is
Apart rrom tne appearance of so
then to be held In Colonel Roosevelt's bo provided for their transportation. also the patron of art, as can be seen niany specialists In the fine arts one
.
Chief Forester to the Front.
honor.
by a glance at the rooms which have round too, at the reception, the cul
Washington, Aug., 22. Incendiarism been decorated with Mr. Lotave's tured public, the people who appreci-beautifFIRE STARTED BY RATS
inadequate means of protecting the
ated genius, the people for whom
paintings.
NIBBLING MATCHES. forests and unusually dangerous conMr. Springer stood Charles genius puts forth its efforts. Among
Near
ditions are blamed by Associate For- Fletcher
Lummis, the librarian, au- - this class certainly can be mentioned
San Rafael, Calif., Aug. 22. The ester Potter in a statement issued toman. a lady who would be an ornament to
and
thor,
explorer,
destruction of the Cypressvilla hotel day, for the fires raging in the north- It was the same Mr. Lummis known the best society of
any land, Mrs.
early today endangered the lives of west. The situation proved so seri- to Santa Feans in former
and George Cabot Ward, whose husband
year3
the guests who were compelled to flee ous that Forester Henry S. Graves on he was dressed in his corduroy suit Is in the diplomatic service and was
in scanty attire. Mrs. I. C. Bethel his way to Washington, telegraphed and wore
that expressive smile. It formerly acting governor of Porto
rescued her two infant children from from Rochester, N. Y., that he has was Lummis who
had the strength Rico where Mrs. Ward endeared her-an- d
an upper room, and Mrs. Zank carried turned back and is now on his way
to walk from Cincinnati self to the people by her charming
courage
an unconscious babe from the second to the front to take charge.
to Los Angeles, covering a round manners and excellent command of
floor of the building.
Incendarlsm Blamed.
In carrying a
about route of 3,507 miles in 143 days ; ' Spanish as well as several other lan-l- t
young woman from the building, How
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. Posiwas Lummis who lived five years in guages. After visiting many cities in
ard Eriel sustained severe burns. The tive evidence that many forest fires the Indian Pueblo of
Isleta, N. M., the New Mexico and the southwest
fire was caused by rats nibbling are of lncendiarly origin, has been disIndian language and cus- - Mrs. Ward came to Santa Fe to spend
learning
matches in the laundry.
covered by government agents, ac- toms; it was Lummis, who learned the summer with her brother, Bron-hocording to a telegram received at the
to write of the Great Southwest son Cutting, who also attended the
forest department today from Asso- by traveling all over it on horseback; reception. Mrs. Ward's father, Will-i- t
REPUBLICAN RALLY.
ciate District Forester Cecil of Portwas Lummis, who has explored this iam Bayard Cutting, is one of the
should
land. Cecil says in his dispatch that continent from Canada to Chile. Yes, most distinguished of New York's
Every Republican
turn out tonight at Republithere Is no doubt that the fires in the there stood Lummis, the founder and lawyers and is a trustee of Columbia
can headquarters in the Old
Crater national forest and at the Med-for- president of the Landmark Club to University, a director of New York
Palace for the purpose of orresulted from incendarism and preserve historic landmarks; and Botanical Garden and a member of
ganizing a Republican Club.
founder and chairman of the execu- tive committee of the Sequoya League
(Continued on Paxe Eight- (Continued on Page Five.)
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Came to Santa Fe in 1876 and
Was U. S. Attorney
in 1889.
Seated in his library at his home
near the Cathedral and apparently in
excellent health, Attorney Eugene A.
died suddenly of apoplexy
shortly after 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon. Mr. Fiske had gone down town
to get some fruit about 3 o'clock and
the news of his death was a shock
to his many friends who had seen
him walking in the plaza only a few
minutes before.
Mr. Fiske was 64 years of age and
had lived more than half of his life in
Santa Fe being prominently identified
with its affairs.
He leaves a widow, three sons, Rogand Wallace, and one
ers, Eugene
daughter, Norma Fiske. He also
leaves a daughter by a former marriage, Miss Lulu Fiske, of Moriarty,
Fiske

N. M.,

The funeral took place this afternoon, the Masons having charge of the
ceremonies at the Fiske residence and
the G. A. R. at the grave. Interment
was in the National cemetery.
The pallbearers,

representing

the

New Mexico bar, the Masons and the
G. A. R. were: Colonel
George W.
L.
Norman
W.
J.
Mayes,
Prichard,
King, S. Spitz, Judge John R. McFie
and Jacob Weltmer.
Undertakers Mulligan and Rising
had charge of the arangeraents for the
funeral which was largely attended.

Fiske's Career.

Mr.

Eugene Allen Fiske, one of the not
ed lawyers of New Mexico, was a na
tive of New Hampshire and was edu
cated in that state and Massachusetts.
He served in the Union army in the
Civil War and was mustered out as
a lieutenant of the' s Eighth United
;
States Volunteers."
After the war he was graduated
from the law department of the Columbian University of Washington,
D. C. President Grant appointed mm
chief of the division of private land
claims in the general land office, and
subsequently assistant secretary to
the President to sign patents tor
lands.
In 1876 he resigned his office in
Washington and came to Santa Fe
where he engaged in the practice ot
law and had a number of very import
ant cases.
In 1886 he assisted in the organi
zation of the New Mexico Bar Asso
ciation, was its treasurer for the
succeeding ten years, and its presi
dent in 1901. In 1889 President Har
rison appointed him U. S. attorney
for New Mexico, which office he neiff
until September, 1893.
Mr. Fiske was one of the organizers
of the Santa Fe Board of Trade and
was attorney, vice president and direc
tor of the Second National bank of
New Mexico. He assisted in the foundation of the University of New Mexico and was the organizer of the flrst
gas company In New Mexico, at Santa
Fe, and subsequently of the gas company at Las Vegas.
In masonry he had taken the Scottish Rite degrees, was a Knight Templar and also a member of the military
order of the Loyal Legion. '
Speaking of him a well known writer said: "Mr. Fiske was one of the
lawyers longest In active practice in
the Territory of New Mexico and was
employed in some of the most important litigation before the local courts,
and with the United States government as his client won more cases
than all his predecessors combined
since the organization of the territory. His conduct as a citizen, like
his professional career, had gained
him the esteem which belongs to the
honest and vigorous worker in the
broad arena of professional and civic
affairs."
In politics Mr. Fiske was a Republican and did valuable service for his
party in its campaigns.
DEMOCRATIC FRAUDS IN
NEBRASKA PRIMARIES.
Shallenberger,

Element

Defeated

By Only 200

Will Contest.

By

Whisky

Plurality

Omaha, Aug. 22. On the face of the
returns from the Democratic statewide primaries which are nearly com-

plete in unofficial form, Mayor Dahl-ma- n
has won the gubernatorial nomination by less than 200 majority over
The anGovernor
Shallenberger.
nouncement is made that should the
official

returns corroborate these

fig-

ures, Shallenberger will contest the
nomination in the courts. He charges
fraud in voting in Omaha which city
gave Dahlman nearly 6,000 majority.
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Wheat

Old

Killed By Lightning While Building
Fence George I. Bowman, a Curry
county farmer, while building a fence
near Clovis, was killed by lightning.
Newspaperman Dies at Vaughn.
J. H. O'Brien of Chaunte, Kansas, died
in the office of the Vaughn News, last
week, of tuberculosis. O'Brien had
been a journalist.
Clothing Salesman in Trouble O.
D. Edmondson, of Roswell, has been
arrested at Pecos Texas, on the
charge of obtaining money under

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy
Bobolink

false pretenses.
Contract for School House Awarded
School District Xo. 22, Union county, has awarded the contract for a
modern school building to W. F. Miller for tbe sum of $5,690.
Fire Near Carlsbad The Schnelle
home, 11 miles south of Carlsbad,
burned to the ground last week. Explosion of a lamp caused the fire.
Loss $1,200, covered by insurance.

ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Also

WE GIVE CASE REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Cornr

Southeast

Plaza, Santa

F.

Telephone

Thrown By Her Horse Mrs. Machi-son- ,
the wife of a sheepgrower in the
San Andreas mountains, while riding
with her baby in one arm, was thrown
from her horse and seriously injured.
Serious Accident Near Corona A
handcar on the El Paso and Southwestern bumped into the rear of a
freight train near Corona, Lincoln
Alcario Palacio was killed,
county.
two others were seriously and a fourth

No. "40

AP

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

slightly injured.
Gives Bond

Mrs. Delia Raplee under arrest at Roswell, for obtaining
money under false pretenses, and indicted for false representation, has
given $1,250 bond and has gone to
Eddy county.
Roswell Chauffeur Badly Hurt
Pert A. Johnson, a chauffeur on the
automobile route between Roswell and
Vaughn was badly injured by the overturning of the car he was driving.
He was unconscious for twelve hours,
had his nose broken and sustained

8

Diamonds,

T

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
Of WORK IN OUR LINE DONE

TO

ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

more controlling,
more governing
Stability,
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys also have
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why as a medicine. Dr.
Snoop's Restorative has in the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first soutthi
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffoeat.
tag heart distress. Dr. Snoop's Restorative thi
is alone directed to these
prescription
popular
' apd wasting nerve centers.
It builds;
.jrtliens; it offers real, genuine heart help,
would
have strong Hearts, strong dl.
If you
eestion. strengthen these Lnervea
them as needed, with

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

Br. Shoop's

esiorative

THESE
MUST

STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

F. GORMLEY"
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

Don't Miss hearing Miss Hanson to-- !
morrow night at the Elks', it will be
your last opportunity, and it alone is
worth the price of admission.
Ask the Crowd that visited the Elks'

A1(Z
ROAD
00 CANON

1

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO

J.

D. MULLIGAN

I UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
PHONE

PICTURE

Qft

FRAMING

IOC

VVW

"u"
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN

HATS

AIL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

Don't Delay

Buy Now While we have
a good

j

assortment.

1

theater last night about the pictures,
tfliey are the best ever seen in Santa
Fe. Your only chance to see them is

I

tonight. Change tomorrow.
Owing to the many excellent attractions secured for the Elks' tomorrow
night, the price will be twenty-fiv- e
cents all over the house.
Committed to Insane Asylum Juan
Baca, aged 45 years, a sheepherder at
Dayton, Eddy county, has been com
mitted to the territorial asylum for
the insane at Las Vegas by Chief Jusother injuries.
Two Rows in Grant County Aure-li- tice W. H. Pope. Baca was in charge
Sandoval was held in $500 bond for of Deputy Sheriff J. E. McDonald, of;
the district court for punching the Carlsbad and had the delusion that he
head of P. Holguin at Central, Grant was St. John the Baptist.
Don't be a back nunrber, go to the
Albino Fernandez was sent
county.
to jail for 90 days and Pablo Melen- - Elks' tomorrow night; if you cannot
drez was fined $50 and costs at Silver go at. least send in for your tickets.
You won't miss it a year from now.
City tor fighting.
Five Wounded in Fight In a drunk
Yesterday Was a Warm Day The
en row at Vaughn, Guadalupe county,! temperature yesterday was
higher
Con- than the past few days and many comforty shots were exchanged.
stable Valdez was cut in several plained of the heat when the mercury
places but succeeded in arresting two reached its maximum at 4 p. m. That
of the disturbers of the peace. They maximum was 85 degrees and the minboth had slight wounds. Two of those imum was 58 degrees at 4 in the mornwho escaped were also hurt.
ing The relative humidity for the
High Water Does Damage High! day was 48 per cent and the precipiwater in the lower Pecos, the Ber- - tation for the 24 hours was 0.11 of an
ndo and Hondo
rivers in Chaves inch of rain. The day was partly
county has done some damage, es- - cloudy with thunderstorms and show
pecially on the beautiful home place ers in the vicinity during the after-- 1
of Charles de Bremond, near Roswell. noon and it was cloudy at night, with
Mails were much delayed between frequent flashes of lightning. The
Roswell and Vaughn by floods in Salt weather observer reports that an
Creek.
electrical storm
unusually severe
nasserl south of the city between 8 p.
j m. and
LARGE VOLUME OF WATER
midnight. The maximum tern- - j
FLOWING TO WASTE IN PECOS, perature was 84.
No Stops, No Jump, No Rain in the
Special to The New Mexican.
pictures at the Elks'. See them toFort Sumner N. M., Aug. 22. Fort! night. Show at 8. Prices only 10
and 15 cents.
sumner nas seen auoiuei iwemy-iuu- i
hour waste of flood waters. The river j Hear those solos by Miss Hanson,
reached its heighest point and poured j Miss Cheshire and Miss Bergere topast here an amount of water large morrow night. Sweet voices for a
enough to irrigate thousands and thou- sweet cause.
sands of acres. When the Pecos wa, (Continuea on Page Eight.)
ter tangles are straightened and one
N OTiCETf 0C "RED ITO RS.
of the big enterprises to which Fort
Sumner looks with certainty of ultiWhereas, by virtue of a decree of
mate possession is completed, this the District Court, First Judicial Displace will be the center of an Irrigated trict, County of Santa Fe, Territory of
area that will support a fine city. New Mexico, in a case entitled A. L.
Either the Urton or the Alamo will Harroun, et al., plaintiffs, vs. Gold
certainly use these waters. Even the Bullion Company, a corporation, deengineering difficulties in the way are fendant, No. 6559, the updersigned
in Fort Sumner's favor, as the engi- was appointed referee and directed to
neers are considering recommenda- take proof respecting the affairs of
tions that would bring the irrigated the defendant company;
Now, therefore, you are hereby noarea still closer to town abutting it
on three sides. The third side Is al- tified that the undersigned referee
will hold a meeting for the presentaready irrigated.
A large force of men and teams is tion of claims, against said defendant
being gathered to make the proposed company, by creditors and claimants
alterations in the dam as soon as the and the examination of the affairs of
the said company, on the 14th day of
waters recede.
The coming o the land office is set October, A. D., 1910, at 10 a. m., in
room 17, Catron block, Santa Fe,
for October 1.
New Mexico. You are further advised that if you fail to present your
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- claim within the above limited time
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- taat you shall be barred from partici
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. pating in the distribution of the assets of the defendant company. Said
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
claims shall be in writing and under
have
known
F.
the
We,
undersigned,
oath
and claimants may be submitted
beand
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
to examination respecting the same.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
business transactions and financially this
18th day of August, A. D., 1910.
able to carry out any obligations made
MELVIN T. DUNLAVY,
by his firm.
Referee.
&
KINN
MARVIN,
WALDING,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Il's Catarrh Cure is taken internISRANH.
ally, acting directly upon the blood
Ladles! Ak Your Uruairli.fnr
ft rand,
and mucous nurfaces of the system.
immoiid
rills in Ked and Hold metallic
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DRY GOODS

IN THE

H
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FOR HALF A CENTURY?

house:

I

CITY.

S . E.

You, will not only be

;

pation.

FfToo
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W
II

pleased when you buv Hardware "from

s

but afterward.
Our brands of Hardware are known, reliable brands and will stand
hard wear.
When your Hardware wears out come buy your new things from
us. You will get your money's worth and our
personal guarantee
that what you buy will stand the test.

5gg

it's Hardware

a

USSSSS

We have.t.

$

WHOLESALE

l

AID RETAIL

jggp'

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

lmWUyS
Telephone 85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-D- o
you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now owii?

"ISirt

bTytIe'

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT

Catron Block

DIAMONDS

Santa Fe, N,

M

Realty

rance

&

insu-

Agency

j

Tel Black 76

C. YONTZ WATCKBS
Mexican filigree Z1TX
JEWELRY
H

MANMPAOTUMIt 01

RSIoo1:::
Right Service

boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.

Take no other. Buy of your

AskforCIIIIlKS-TEB- S
DIAMOND ICR A NII FILLS, for lift
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliabl
SOLD 8Y DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

m Will

wf0m

CHICHESTER S PILLS
.

Corner of Plaza.

ym

wllfer7W

j

Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi coa

far up

'iqtf--c

j

1

-

'

i

Highest prices paid for raw furs ol all kinds

ANIGHT

-

BE SOLD

Denver, Colo., Aug. 22. The X
forecast is partly cloudy with X
X local showers in north portion X
X
X tonight or Tuesday.
X
X

j

Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

DAY

-

-

every description.

j

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

I

SELIGMANBR0SC0.

Heart Stren ffth. or Hea rt Wea kness. means Nervt
Strength, or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Positively, not one weak heart in a hundred is, in it
It is almost always
self, actually diseased.
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault.
This oliscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Nerva
simply needs, and must have, more power, mora

j

SpttZ

13

Incorporated 1903

o

Goods.

PHONE
BLACK

Established 1856.

Ar-tesi- a,

ate ties. Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

EVERY DESCRIPTION

Heart Strength

I

AUGUST 22, 1910.

MONDAY,

Oate Mehoils

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

W

345 San Francisco St.

?nr VniTn Hum flnnri" it
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SANTA FE
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is to your advantage to trade here. We make
UUUll the claim that we sell better aoods than anv on
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce

f

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

kS

1

IS"

Zook's Pharmacy
"The Store Everybody Likes'

fSe

SsSsSS"

1

I

MONDAY,

AUGUST 22, 1910.
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THIS IS CERTAIN

The Proof That

Santa

Readers

Fe

Cannot Deny.
What could furnish stronger evidence of the efficiency of any remedy
than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney

Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
"J ear
ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived
from the use of Doan's Kidney Pills.
They now confirm their testimonials.
They say time has completed the test.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
September, 1906. I procured Doan's
Kidney Pills and used them for backache which had been a source of much
annoyance. In the morning when I
arose my back was so lame and painful that I could hardly stoop. I knew
that my trouble was due to disordered
kidneys and I was finally led to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, by the good reconports I heard about them. The
all
my
away
box
drove
one
of
tents
pains and I am happy to state that my
cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents 'for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan s and
take no other.
Foster-Milbur- n

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn, at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Rebound When excellent wore can
be done right at home. Con"jlt tne
New Mexican Bindery.

If you are in need ol anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

IPEhM

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs.PO. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

WOODY'S HACK LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

Bffaiy
saixg-e-

Tla.iu.g' a.caa.oto

Conaforta'ble,

FARE

Trip

arrival ol
arrives at
any other
and good

Uaka Fas

$5.00

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
For i9 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also'i
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE,

BATHS

DE

LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

REPUBLICAN LEADERS SOUND KEYNOTE
OF

The supreme court room of the
court house echoed with the eloquent
words of genuine orators Saturday afternoon and night, the occasion being
the Santa Fe County Republican Convention to elect five delegates to the
constitutional convention held in the
afternoon and the ratification meeting
held at night.
There were many speakers who
sounded the keynote of the impending political campaign and it was evident that the hosts of the Republican
party will offer a solid front to their
antagonists in the election to be held

adopted
vote.

which was done by a risina
Governor Enters.

A

committee

of

three then left the

hall to invite Governor .Mills to address the convention preceding the selection of delegates. When Governor
wins entered the hall, the band struck
up the national air and every one remained standing until the governor
was seated at the right of the chair
man, George Armijo. Former Gover
"
him uiero introduced
the governor
saying: "Gentlemen, I have the honor
of introducing Governor Mills and
September 6.
introduce him to the convention
The delegates, as forecasted in the through you, Mr. Chairman."
Cheers
New Meixcan some time ago selected foowed ths announceraent
Gover
to sit in tne consuuiuouai cuuveuuuu nor Mils then delivered a
rousing
are:
address that was frequently punctual
Hon. Thomas B Catron.
ed by applause. His declaration in re- coi. ueorge w. rncuaru.
,gard t0 the safeguarding of the Span
B. F. Pankey.
neonta's vntu wn
hor.
Hon. Victor Ortega.
eu lu me ecno, as every pnrase was
Hon. Jose D. Sena.
rapidly and perfectly translated into
The speeches nominating these five Spanish by Former Mayor Jose D.
delegates were fine oratorical efforts Sena, whose command of both English
and did not fail to arouse the conven- and Spanish probably
equals that of
tion to a high pitch of enthusiasm, any man in Xew Mexico.
the First Regiment band assisting
His Speech.
played bewith stirring selections
The governor said in substance:
tween speeches.
"Mr. President and Fellow RepubliThe committee on resolutions re- cans: When I say Fellow Republiported to the convention at 4 p. m. cans of course I mean delegates, for if
with the following resolution:
you were not Republicans you would
The Republican party of the county not be here (Laughter). Of
course,
of Santa Fe, in convention assembled, you are all Republicans and believe
to
the
princireaffirms its allegiance
in the principles of the Republican
ples and policies of the Republican party, if there are any Democrats
party, as enunciated in its platform at outside the rail in this room we are
the Republican National Convention also glad to see them here and hope
held in Chicago in the year 1908.
they will learn something and eventWe heartily endorse the administra- ually see the errors of their
ways.
tion of President William H. Taft, and (More laughter.)
specially recommend to the favorable
"I am very much pleased to see you
consideration of the voters of this here on an occasion so
important as
county, the manner in which tne this. Congress has passed the enabling
pledges of the Republican party have act allowing New Mexico, after 60
been carried out with the President's years of struggle and labor, to frame
aid and assistance in providing for a constitution which if adopted by the
statehood for this territory.
people and not disapproved by ConWe cordially endorse the adminis- gress or the President will admit us
tration of Governor William J. Mills, to the Union. It will put us on a par
as governor of this territory.
with such great states as New York,
We are heartily in favor of a safe Pennsylvania and others. Heretofore
new
and sane constitution for the
we have been regarded as a child,
state of New Mexico, that will guaran- dressed in swaddling clothes (laughall
tee and preserve to the people
ter) not fit to go around without
their civil, political and religious leadership. But this enabling act alrights; sufficiently broad and expan- lows New Mexico to attain the mansive, to secure the best welfare of the hood of other states. It removes the
entire people; we believe in a consti- stigma of incompetency to self govern.
tution that will guarantee the fullest
"It gives me great pleasure to be
liberty to the people, consistent with here to see five delegates selected to
the constitution of the United States go to this convention. Santa Fe counand the inalienable rights of the tax- ty is always Republican 'when we are
payers and voters of this territory.
united (cheers) and I believe we shall
We heartily endorse the great truth give 500 to 600 or 700
strong majorproclaimed by Abraham Lincoln, that ity to the Republican column. If you
of
the
by
a
people,
is
this
government
do not do so, you all ought to take
the people and for the people. And we back seats. (Applause.) When I conbelieve that the largest measure of sider the brains and labor and
capital
freedom should be given them in derepresented here in this- - convention I
for
termining all public questions
really believe you ought to be able to
themselves and in their own way, in do it.
the interest of Republican government "This is the first convention I have
and the preservation of their liberties attended in Santa Fe county, gentleand privileges.
men. I have been in many convenThe reading of this resolution by Inhowever, in San Miguel county
tions,
terpreter H. L. Ortiz was the signal and some of them are quite strenuous.
for applause. Mr. Valdez of Precinct
(Laughter.)
No. 4 moved that the resolution be
"I understand that all of the delegates selected from the different precincts of this county are here, with
possibly the exception of San Pedro.
You have answered the call and this
speaks well for the interest you have
in the party and it is a favorable
augury for what you are going to do.
I think the platform of the Republican
party as outlined by the central committee at a recent meeting in Albuquerque is about the best platform
you could have to go before the people.
What Taft Wants.
"You want a constitution like that

M1S1TS
Why don't YOU
try one?

PHONE RED 122.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
bVe?hId CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

CAMPAIGN

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

DOCTORS

FAILED

St. Michael's College

PifflirSfiS

POLITICAL

r

AFTER

In County Convention at Court House Declare Need of
Best Men for Delegates to Constitutional Convention-Gover- nor
Mills and Chairman H. O. Bursum
Given Ovation Brilliant Speeches by Many
Others Election of Delegates.
LydiaRPinkham'sVegeta
ble Compound Cured Her

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and E'ridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

COli
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SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 5th.

BROTHER EDWARD. President

v

i.

...

of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ct ap e'evatlon of ?,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offlcersnd Instructors, all graduates from stard
colleges. Ten
buildings, thorougiiry'"f urnlshed, heated, light
ed and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, Presluent; W
G, Hamllroj, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W;
A Flnlay
For particulars anJ Illustrated catalogue

Knoxville, Iowa. "I suffered with
pains low down in my right side for a
year or more and was so weak and nervous that I could not do my work. I

wrote to Mrs. Pink-haand took Lydia
K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and Liver Pills, and
am glad to say that
X Z.
it- p
your medicines and
kind letters of directions have dons
more for me than
anything else and I
had the best physicians here. I can
do in v work :inl rest
weu at mgnt. l believe there is nothing like the Pinkliam remedies."
m

r,

ft

--

f ;;

'

r

-

'

address.

COL.

JAS.

W. WILLSON,
'

Superintendent.
M'lU

'i
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Weils Fargo k ompam
Express
Si

Mrs. Clara Franks, K.F.D., So. 3,
Knoxville, Iowa.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
V
egetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostration.

Express Forwarders'
TO

ill farts of the World.

For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's
Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others, and why should it
not cure you?
Vegetable

Save Mon-- y and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wella Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
If you want special advice write
the Unitsd States. Ciaada. Mesico
Mrs.Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., for it. Payable
It is free and always helpful.
and all Foreign Countries.

gates to the convention. Right here I
may state that at least C5 of these
100 delegates to be elected are going
to be Republicans
and support the
party of progress and they will frame
a constitution that will protect every
citizen; that will also protect his vote
and safeguard his property. (Cheers.)
Elect such delegates and the people of
New Mexico will enjoy prosperity and
I thank you, gentlemen,
happiness.
for your kind attention."
Prolonged applause greeted the governor as he sat down and it was evident he had left a most pleasing impression on the convention.
Nominating Speeches.
Ramon L. Baca then arose and
made the first nomination speech in
behalf of Hon. T. B .Catron, who sat
unmoved as Mr. Baca scaled the
heights of rhetoric in his discourse.
Mr. Baca said he wished to nominate
a man who had been the best friend
of the New Mexico people, a man
"whose heart is as big as the Sangre
de Cristo mountains" a man in whom
all the people of New Mexico have
confidence, feeling that he will look to
and guard their best interests. There
was applause when Mr. Catron's name
was finally mentioned and the nomination was seconded and then carried
unanimously, as were all the others
that followed.
Mr. Kinsell then nominated B. F.
Pankey, the millionaire rancher and
who is very popular wherever he is
known for Mr. Pankey has also the
big heart and generous nature that
goes with. Mr. Kinsell emphasized
the importance of the business interests Mr. Pankey controls and the pop
ularity of the man himself with the
people of this county, especially from
the southern part. The mention of
Mr. Pankey's name was the signal for
enthusiastic applause.
Otero then followed
with a splendid short speech, for his
voice was rich and his manner dignified, well suited to the nomination
of that personification of dignity, Former Attorney General George W.
Prichard. Governor Otero said: "I
wish to place in nomination the name
of a man I have known thirty years; a
of
man who has been the wheel-hors- e
the Republican party in Lincoln counin San Miguel county and today in
President Taft desires, a constitution ty,
He
Santa Fe county. (Applause.)
that will protect the poor and the rich. has been in the convention that met in
Now a word in regard to this language 1889 to
adopt a constitution; he is
question. I say that no matter what one of the best known citizens and
a language a man speaks, whether it ablest of
jurors Colonel George W.
be Spanish, French, English, German Prichard." Then there was more apor even Chinese, that man must be
plause and the nomination was ac
I suppose you
protected. (Cheers.)
unanimously.
cepted
know the fight that took place in ConCatron's Speech.
gress was not so much on New Mex-ic-a But it remained to the Nestor of the
as it was on a provision adopted New Mexico bar, the Hon. T. B. Catin Arizona where there were two or
ron, who despite his three score and
three thousand citizens of Spanish de- ten
years still has his old time vocai
scent. They had voted for years and cleverness
and his impressive manner,
helped build up Arizona yet they voice and gesture. Mr. Catron said in
could not talk English. Still they had his introduction: "Gentlemen, there
the good sense to vote for the Repub- is a cdlass of people we were in New
lican party. However, an effort was Mexico before the Pilgrims came to
made to disfranchise 1500 or more of
Plymouth Rock. There are descendthese voters and you know the re- ants
here today of those gerat people
sult. Now I do not want any thing Lie who
the Atlantic opening up
ploughed
that to be tried in the territory of1 this vast continent to the world. They
New Mexico. I want to 'see a consti-- j came across the seas,
braving its
tution allowing every Spanish-America- n
unknown and untold dangers to seek
citizen who has the right to vote the
of that liberty which
to exercise that right and I want to couldprinciples
not be enjoyed at home. Gensee, gentlemen, that his children shall
tlemen, we have with us today as one
exercise that right after him." (Here of our delegates from the northern
the convention burst into applause
part of the county a man who has
which lasted several seconds and even never lived in any other county than
the interpretation of Mr. Sena was in- Santa" Fe. It was in this county his
terrupted.)
of whom I have just spoken
' ancestors,
Right Is Safeguarded.
to you, lived to build up the county inContinuing the governor said: "You fested in former days with dangers
will have this right safeguarded, my
friends, if you elect Republican dele-- :
(Continued on Page Seven.)

REMITTANCES SENT

BY

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aocnt
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Dob Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSS

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL

ESTATE CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation

and highly improved, 860.00 to
ideal homes ready for you.

8175.00

per acre. These are

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

1

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

MEXICO, LET US HEAR

RANCHES,
LA RGB
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

elf

Particular care is taken that no

LJU

out-

when apparently "run to seed" a little
are
equally benefited by our renovaTHE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
tion
treatment. We put an entirely
STABLE
new appearance on them, giving each
unless it is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the
running. Drivers spick and span. original appearance when brand new.
Patrons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
our service. We have rigs of all kinds work and guarantee to all partons perfor use at any time of day or night fect satisfaction as well as contentand our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.
fit leaves

WILLIAMS
310

San Francisco

Julius Mnralter, Tailor

4 EISIM
St 'Phone

139

Rei.

Cor.

'

Palace and Washington Avenue.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M.t by comin Roswell at 3:30 d. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrlvi well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
in Vaughan at 6 n. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, iwanagzr
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(than western cities like St. Louis, and
i
second class cities like Allentown, in
Pennsylvania, a much larger gain
than western cities like Colorado

MEXICAN

PROFESSIONAL

R.

CARDS.

THE NEW MEXICAN

a

President,

,J.

m rirsi

MAKE, Assistant Cashier.

I1B

m

Stiff 'bUi&ta

St

t

OF SANTA FE.

m,

The Oldest Banking Institution in
f4ew fexloo. Established In 1870

wtiir

.
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150.CGO

--

....

cj

j:

p
5
7
il

,

80.000

-

transacts a general banking business in aSl Us brf:nc?'e.
Loans money on the mosv. favorabS terms ub &ll kinds of
personal and collate) ai security. Buys and seiis bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and feraign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to aii parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmitting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
six months' r years', iime. .Liberal
per cent per anaum,-- a
advances made oil consignments ef livestock am! products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
a'ld aimi to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound feank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. Thet patronage of the 5
"niblic is respecfully solicited. -

nj

....

:

B. BEAD, Cashier.

FRAKK

iPaa

9

tfr.

c

PALEH.

L. A. HDGBES,

I

PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- Springs.
P.
STURGES,
FRANK
uai
Vice President. j New Mexico population figures will
Editor and President.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
:be published within the next two or
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r
Attorney-at-Laweeks, but it Is to be feared
j three
- New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Postoffloo
Fe
a
are
towns
at
and
as
the
Santa
Matter
cities
Class
that
far
as
Second
Entered
7
ca concerned, the results will be disap
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTIOM.
uauy, six mourns uj
Chas. R. Easley.
pointing, on account of cities like Chas. F. Easley,
25
2.00 Santa Fe and Albuquerque failing to
Estancia.
Daily per week by carrier
Santa Fe.
Dei year
Weekly.
divided
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
EASLEY & EASLEY,
1.00 take in their suburbs and
aw months
65
Daily, per month, by mail
Attorneys at Law.
50 towns like Las Vegas and East Las
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
Vegas refusing to get together into
one municipality.
E. C. ABBOTT
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Attorney-at-LaTwo opinions of considerable imMexico. K is sent to
Practice in the District and Su
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New
were handed down by the
i
portance
tfrculatfo
and
a
has
and
growing
Prompt and careful
large
preme Courts.
every postomee in the Territory,
territorial supreme court today. One attention
to
all business.
Southwest.
the
given
oi
and
people
progressive
v.mong the Intelligent
declares the statute prohibiting sa- Santa
New Mexice
Fe,
five
miles
within
of
loons
government
sanitaria constitutional. The law
CATRON & CATRON
had been passed with a view of proAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Latecting the Marine Sanitarium at Fort
Office: Catron Block
Stanton, Lincoln county, but in thf6
lowed neither to make nor repeal case was applied to the Fort Bayard Santa Fe,
New Mexico
A TICKET TO BE PROUD OF.
It was a winning ticket that the Re- laws?
Military Sanitarium in Grant county.
in
"The Spectator suggests that we The other opinion, holds that tlhe
publicans nominated on Saturday
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
this county. It is more, it is a. ticket abolish the legislative,- judicial and Roberts Improvement .'District Law
Attorneys-at-Laof
the
respect
assem
command
the
of
last legislative
government; passed by
executive branches
that must
Practice
in the District Courts as
the
the community as a whole and, of
there is nothing for them to do. The bly does not directly or by implicaas
the Supreme Court of
before
well
outside.
functions.
on
t)he
which
tion
the
old
act
under
repeal
people
people have, usurped their,
the
the
of
one
territory.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron,
When the people recover their sanity: municipalities were empowered ,to
New Mexico
nominees for the constitutional con- we may. return to, government, by. con- order, .individuals or streets or blocks Las Cruces.
is
mil
II..
to or property owners to lay pavements j
'i.i
away
vention, is a leader, of the Bar,
meantime,
in
the
brain- stitution;,
the
or
to
among
be
The
streets.
Roberts
the'
constitution."
law,
pave
EDWARD C. WADE
acknowledged
the attic with
iest men of the entire southwest, and
Attorney-at-Laconstitutions under this interpretation, is declared
and
Both
legislatures
to the earlier
would be a strong man in any gathmerely
supplemental
in the Supreme and DisPractices
direct
of
a
under
system
are useless,
owners the trict Courts of the
law
and
gives
property
ering anywhere in the United States,
Territory, in the
legislation. So far as the legislature right to Initiate such improvements
Senate.
Court
before
the U. S.
Probate
Goverand
jo? even the UnitedW.States
as
is
precisely
Prichard, an- is concerned, it
vote on them at a referendum,
Colonel George
and TJ. S. Land
General
in an ad- and
said
Surveyor
of
Arizona,
nor
constituSloan,
thus
another form of ini- Offices.
other nominee, is a brilliant
other day: "To tiativeillustrating
and referendum, which it is Las Cruces
tional lawyer. He served in the con- mirable address the
reNew Mexico
its
stitutional convention of 1889 and withdraw from the legislature
unnecessary to embody in tlhe constiof
will take a leading part in formulat- sponsibility is to make that body
tution, for the legislature has ample
no value in the machinery of. govern- power to grant it. The decision is imRENEHAN & DAVIES
ing the state constitution.
with
B.
A.
E. P. Davlet
Renehan
as
it
enable
will
Santa
Hon. Jose D. Sena, also saw service ment. And to have a constitution
Fe,
to in- portant,
Attorneys-at-LaRoswell and other towns to continue
in the convention of 1889, although a system ;pf direct legislation is
with the work of street improvement
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
not as a member. He is close to the dulge in a farce."
native people and his experience as
The Spectator also mentions a nat- without going through the formalities trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
mayor of this city, as clerk of the ural development of this socialistic prescribed by the Roberts law.
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexice
Santa Fe
supreme court, and in various other idea, which is part of the general plan
a
public capacities has given him
to break down and destroy the Amerilowflow
That
the
artesian
the
in
comprehensive insight into the needs can system of government the de- er Pecos valley is not inexhaustible
G. W. PRICHARD
of the commonwealth.
struction of the judiciary as the third and that the artesian well protection
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
most
the
Victor
Hon.
Ortega, among
branch of the government. As the laws passed by Republican
legislain
all the District Courts
Practice
respected citizens of northern Santa Spectator points out, and as was ably tures are wise, and for the best inand gives special attention to cases
Fe county, brings strength to the stated
by Judge Mann, of Albuquer- terests of that portion of tihe terri- before the Territorial Supreme Court
as probate
ticket. His experience
a few days ago, it is but tory, is again indicated by the follow- Office:
que,
Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
judge and in other public places, fits another and a logical step to "initiate" ing from the Roswell Daily Record:
him to take part in the deliberations
the abolition of the courts. As sug- "The recent rains have brought up
WILLIAM McKEAN
of so important a gathering as the
gested by Judge Mann, why should the artesian wells all over this section
Attorney-at-Laconstitutional convention.
of
the valley. A well at the Hager-manot any crank or dissatisfied person
Hon. B. F. Pankey, a large property
and Land Law.
Mining
had
flow
not
that
a
over
a
place
start
have the liberty to
petition
owner, experienced stockman and a
Taos
New Mexico
the
some
for
casing
decision
time, is again
man of pronounced ideas who took a protesting against a court
is
It
a
flowing
fact
that
nicely.
decisor
that
and force the reference
leading part in public affairs in the ion to
C. W. G. WARD
must be remembered wherever wells
the people?
state of Kansas, gives the important
are
to
sunk
District Attorney
Territorial
being
tap
to
underground
Under the plan of government
stock and landed interests representhat
San Miguel and Mora Counties
For
available
the
reservoirs,
supply
New
commit
to
is
which
it
proposed
tation in the constitutional conven
New Mexlx
Mexico a constitution is worthless, a may be the accumulation of ages and Las Vegas,
tion.
that if once exhausted, only the reguwould
we
and
is
useless,
It will be a delegation of which legislature
lar inflow will he available. All waste
W. A. FLEMING JCNES
Santa Fe county will be proud. No need a governor only to appoint no- of water should be
guarded
against
Bonds and Investments
next
And
the
step
taries
public.
county will send stronger, more subeven in regions that now seem abundU. S. Commissioner for the Third
as
courts
to
abolish
the
be
would
more
men.
not
is
brilliant
It
stantial,
antly supplied with underground
Judicial District of New Mexico.
a
delegation and it is a dele- tribunals of final decision.
Eastern and local bank references.
gation that deserves every vote in the
- New Mexico
Las Cruces
county, for it assures that Santa Fe THE TREND TOWARD THE CITIES
Tickets are in the field now for the
county will be well represented on
The population of the largest city election two weeks hence in every
R. W. WITTMAN
the floor, in the committee work as in 1910 thus far announced, is that of county except Bernalillo, Mora, SanDraftsman
well as in the final deliberations of St. Louis, which is 687,029, a gain of doval and Socorro. In San
Miguel,
the constitutional convention.
Copies furnished of records on file
less than 20 per cent in ten years. the Republicans have not yet named
U. S. Surveyor General's Office
What rank the city will occupy is not their candidates, but otherwise,
the in the
- New Mexico
TIRED OF IT IN OREGON .
determined for it will run a close race battle lines are drawn, and the New Santa Fe,
The Oregonian is the most in- with Boston and Baltimore for su Mexican is pleased to note that all
JOHN K. STAUFFER
fluential and one of the oldest, if not premacy. Of course, New York, Phil- parties have as a rule nominated men
the oldest newspaper of the north- adelphia and Chicago will rank all of of high standing, undoubted integrity
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Printwest. It is authority for the state- those three cities. Rhode Island is and patriotic motives.
The Republiment that the people of Oregon are the only state whose population count cans, of course, will elect from 65 to ing Company.
New Mexico
thoroughly tired of the initiative and has been announced thus far, but the 80 members of tne convention and Santa Fe,
referendum. As one of the results of island of Porto Rico census enumera- most of these, in fact, practically all.
If you are in need of anything, try
the unsettled political and financial tion has been completed, showing that will stand for the elimination
of
conditions brought about by the sub- this comparatively small island pos- unnecessary legislation from the fun- a New Mexican Want Ad.
version of representative government, session of Uncle Sam's has 1,118,012 damental law that will be drafted. Not
stopped in 20 mlnuw.
the state of Washington and Its cities people, in all probability more than that every measure proposed is
sure with Dr. Shoop's
of
Mexico
tJhe
New
twice
to
but
population
vicious,
make sure that the
Croup Remedy.
are growing at the expense of Oregon
will surely prove
and
ranking constitution will meet with the least
and its towns, for capital does not and Arizona together,
No vomiting, no dis
Okstates.
a
of
a
ahead
of
ncn.
F()c. Druucists
number
s'lfo
qui1
s
quite
syrup
to
plsnsin
opposition practicable and
make
care to invest in or energy to develop
a commonwealth undermined by so- lahoma cities and towns, show the certain the conferring of statehood becialism. The Spectator published at largest per cent of gains among larg- fore another year, has passed.
er municipalities, Oklahoma city havthe
Portland, Oregon,
emphasizes
made a gain of about 540 per cent From a strictly selfish business
ing
truth of the statement that when a
state has adopted the "initiative and in ten years, and Muskogee, whicha standpoint, the New Mexican favors
has 25,278 inhabitants, showing
the initiative and referendum.
In
referendum" a constitution is a piece
of 427 per cent.
growth
o
for
thirty-twlaws
Oregon,
'
instance,
of useless furniture.
or are to be submitted to
Among cities having reached
the vote of
"More laws between
thirty and passed the 100,000 mark whose popu- the
at
next
the
election.
Those
people
forty will be submitted to the vote or lation is announced, are: Scranton,
the people in November. The major- Pa., 129,867, a gain of 27.3 per cent; laws have to be printed and with it,
under the Oregon law, will go bookity of these laws are bad; many of Newark, N. J., 347,469, a gain of 41.2
them have been drawn in the Interest per cent; Bridgeport, Conn., 102.054, lets giving arguments for and against
of individuals, instead of the public; a gain of 43.7 per cent; District of Co- the law. That means a nice fat print- some are in conflict with the consti- lumbia 331,069, which is 16,000 less ling bill. It will mean thousands of
tution; and few would or should, pass than Newark, N. J., a gain of only dollars in the wallets of the indigent
the legislature if they were left to the 18.8 per cent; Grand Rapids, Mich., printer. Yes, the referendum Is a
beautiful
for the printer, even if
calm judgment of the
legislative 112,571, a gain of 28.6 per cent; St. the tax thing
payers
pay the freight. Let's
branch of the state government.
Paul, Minn., 214,744, a gain of 31.7 per have the referendum
and let's submit
"The voters of Oregon are most un- cent.
the
Revised
and
Laws to the
Compiled
happily placed, not only toward proAmong cities near the 100,000 mark
at the first state election.
posed legislation, but toward those are: Camden, N. J., 94,538, a gain of people
While we are at it, we might as well do
who seek and those who gain office. 24.5 per cent; Hartford, Conn.,
The people not only will not trust
a gain of 23.9 per cent; Reading, it right for the printer. As far as the
themselves to name delegates to Pa., 96,071, a gain of 21.7 per cent; tax payers are concerned, there is the
choose men as candidates for the leg- Schenectady, N. Y., 72,826, a gain of old Vanderbilt saying to apply.
islature, but will not trust to pass 120 per cent; Akron, Ohio, 69,067, a One of
the charms of life in Santa
the laws the legislators they them- gain of 61.6 per cent; Evansville, Ind., Fe
in the fact, that in no
consists
18
a
of
selves elect. The voters insist on nam- 69,647, gain
per cent; Houston, other town its
size, is It possible to
76.9 per cent.
a
of
78,800,
Texas,
gain
their
candidates
and
their
ing
electing
so distinguished'a gathering as
have
smaller
the
towns,
following
Among
officials, and passing their own laws.
signalized the formal opening of the
If you like Rood fJoffee then
If by some means or other a law Is population figures have been publish- New
Mexico Museum on Saturday.
you will surely be charmed
of
ed:
a
51,913,
Allentown,
Pa.,
gain
with.
passed that does not suit the voters,
Not only the highest territorial offthey Invoke the referendum on It, 46.6 per cent; Ann Arbor, Mich,, 14,a icials were in attendance, but also au817;
10,517,
Brownsville,
Texas,
"CHASE AND SANBORNS
and kill it. May we not expect to
scientsis, artists and celebrities
have the voters Interpret the laws, gain of 66.8 per cent; Caguas, Porto thors,
came
the
known
who
world
from
over,SEAL BRAND"
too? The judicial branch of the gov- Rico, 10,354; Chickasha, Oklahoma, far and near. Not least
significant
Colorado Springs 29,078, a
ernment is in no way superior to the 10,320; 37.9
was
the
fact
that
of
the
the
people
of
per cent; Cumberland
It bas a distinctive, Satin- legislative; why, then, should not the gain
flavor rich, mellow
21,839, a gain of 27.5 per cent; town Itself manifested their deep
Md.,
fylng
who
voter,
supervises and revises the Mayaguez, Porto Rico, 16,591; Moline. interest in the work of the Museum
and fine -- the result of
scientific, careful blending
work of the latter, not supervise and 111., 24,199, a
of 40.3 per cent; and School of American Archaeology
of perfectly roasted coffees
gain
a
revise the work of the former? If
from the, world's best planFalls, N. Y., 30,455, a gain of by their attendance. It explains why
Niagara
tations.'
judge renders a decision that does not 56.5 per cent; Ponce, Porto Rico, 35,- - many old army officers have so affec'
suit one or the other of the parties to 027; Rock Island, 111., 24,335, a gain tionate a recollection and regard for
the suit and what omniscient judge of 24.8 per cent; San Angelo, Texas, old Santa Fe, for even in their day,
Santa Fe Agents.
does not? why may not the voters 10,321; San Juan, Porto Rico, 48,716; Santa Fe was noted for the brilliancy
Invoke the referendum on the decis- Sault Ste. Maria. Mich., 12,615; Tem of its social gatherings" and the cosion? And when we have reached ple City, Texas, 10,993, a gain of 55.5 mopolitan character of its population.
that point and we are hurrying per cent.
The brilliant defense by the. Demo
toward It as fast as
These figures are indubitable proof
of railroad at
& COMPANY
brained law tinkers can drive why that the trend of population is still cratic Tribune-Citize- n
Bhould we not dispense with judges city ward, In the east as well as in torneys makes it clear that if a rail
altogether? And will any advocate the west. It is also remarkable, that road attorney were to steal the family
of the initiative and referendum tell some of the larger eastern cities, like cow of the editor of the Trlbune-Citi- us the use of a legislature that la &l Newark, show a much larger gain, zen, the editor would blame the cow.
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THE

PALME HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
"- -ai

j

the West

WASHINGTON AVENUE

'. ...

AMERICAN AND

J

n

top-heav- y

....

Ont-tes-

i

'mr

LACOME
Prop rietor

Ccmrnodhus Sample

$nm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a bftoo One,

PRESS THE BUTTON

WP ATP

o

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

I

0W

Mr

K DO

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
Our increasing patronage is the
wait.
beat proof that we merit

i

yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES

41.00 A

DAY AND UP

HERREKA
Proprietor

G.LUPK

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG

Prop.

98,-91-

iiTHTWTTlun

2. SKATJNE

.

phone

2a

irriiTiiini

mirm uTririnmnmir n mai iiniiiwmi inimi inn

mis,j

THIS WEEK

r

rmm'm

SPECIAL
SALE ON

ONLY

ft

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and. Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.
ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,

-

wool-and-ha- lr

iin ill

ADOLF

LOOK AT OUR;
SHOW WINDOW

SELIGrMN DRY GOODS
Ttletbvit

SOFT BRINKS

CO

M 15 aid km

6

year orders delivered

surpcsted to Mm tWrwty m sonatfcing
cool tmd inviting
;
?
CINCEH ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SO OA, IRON BREW
wvi bceK, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
AH drink mmd from

ami

il tiered water.
Xxxx lxxxxxxxuxtxx.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

Kmnnnm

txi mxxxxxxriz
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ARE YOU GUIN' FISHIN'MR. SP0RT51AN?

PERSONAL MENTION.
Attorney H. S. Bowman of Clovis,
is at the Palace.
M. A. Stanton was an Albuquerque
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from St. Louis, is

trade.
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'
Torkto San.Franciscd .
If
in.
you. will let It
ourbank
Money grows

I

'

,
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Make, OUR Bank: TO.UR Bank,.,

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK
'

INSURANCE

TRUST. CO.

&

SURETY BONDS

-- REAL

ESTATE

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
See

i

j

His Time is Yours

Miss Clara Zimmerman,
of Fort
Sumner, was in the, city Saturday on
her way to Durango, Colo to teach
school.
:Mrs. J., T. Nedwideck and Mrs.' C.
Berg, of Grand Junction, Colo., are
taking in the sights of Santa Fe for
a few days.
of Oxford,
Miss Freire-MareecEngland, who is studying at the Rito
camp, arrived in the city Saturday and
attended the reception at the Palace.
The Very Rev. Antonio Fourchegu
has gone to Pena Blanca for a few
days. It is only the third time, in fifteen years, that he has been absent
from his parish.
Miss Maud Woy, of Denver, who has
jbeen attending the camp at Rito
canon, was in the city Saturday evening, to attend the opening of the
museum at the Palace.
Mrs. Percy Jackson and Miss Elean- for H. Jackson of New York; Miss
Mary Bulkley of Hartford, Conn., arrived here yesterday and will go to
the Rito de los Frijoles canon,
Mrs. A. S. Morse and Miss Bessie
Morse, of St. Louis, Mo., are tourists
stopping in Santa Fe for a few days.
Thev exnress themselves as more
than delighted with the climate here,
Cbm- Dr. T. P. Martin,
Imissioner Elexander Gusdorf,

-

is all new and complete in every;
detail our assortment of flies is larger
Our Line
'

and more complete,' than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.

Phone. Bed So. 189

ex-Pr-

FRUIT JARS

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

Everything in Hardware.

j

"

"

'.

;

I

-

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

'

1

'

..

ecora lons"

OUR GRANDMOTHERS

NING THE HEEL, WIDENING THE

decorated with ferns and cut flowers
and the numerous large photographs
on the walls held the attention of
those who had passed down the re- line which was composed of
has made the decoration of the Fri- - ceiving
Governor and Mrs. Mills, Secretary
joles and Rito rooms possible,
and Mrs. Jaffa, Judge and Mrs. Me- at the Palace Satur- ed the

Palace He is a regent of the museum. Springer Charles F. Lummis. Dr. W
was expected
Hon. H. O. Bursum, mayor of
febl; who
arrive.
Secretary
t
jcorro and chairman of the territorial
Paul A.
Archaeological
Society
Republican central committee arrived p Waltef introduced the hundreds of
on Saturday evening and attended the
tQ
receiving Hne
reception at the Old Palace. He is
prom the reception room one passed
paying close attention to the cam-tthe puye rQOm where refresh.
palgn and is confident of Republican mentg were gerved and thence tQ the
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burton hosiery as grandmother did,
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victory.
Miss Hanson,
was heard and
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Rito de los Frijoles room. The names
voice o the committees in charge were
appreciated at the j)rinted Saturday.
Presbyterian church Sunday morning,
xhere seemed no disposition on the
has consented to remain over in San- - part of the yast
to hurry
ta Fe in order to help at the Elks' through the roomsmajority
but nearly every
tomorrow night for the benefit of the one
actually studied the paintings
new Sanitarium. No one should miss and collections and did this in the
.
hearing her.
way, sitting on the settees over
Dr. J. A. Monk, scientist, physician which hung gorgeous biankets of bar-anauthor, of Los Angeles, is in the jjarjc splendor
city. He arrived Saturday with Chas.
The affair wag rendered all tne more
t . Minimis, in sc nist ana aiunor agreeable by the fine musical selec- who was a former resident of this tions
played by Morrison's orchestra
city. With Mr; Lummis came Miss which occupied a room opposite the
umnuus aim ma sun Wuuiu minims. reCeption room. The music, like the
They all attended the reception at the llght flooded the buildin&
aiace saturuay nignt. ine ijummises
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. S. DONA ANA
AND M'KINLEY
Kaune.
COUNTIES NOMINATE.
'
Sylvanus G. Morley, an authority on
The Republicans
the ancient civilizations of Central convention at Las in their county
Cruces, Dona Ana
Amorlna wa in tho nlitr vDcrdav
nominated Judge Frank W.
Ot;icounty.
i
o
Wo ,amL
,a
Tjiri
VHU1V ili
Will
ItltU CJ.il y LU
Las Cruces,
Charles E.
tend the opening of the museum Sat- Parker of
of Anthony; Isidoro Armijo of
(Miller
from
Rito
the
urday night. Others
Las Cruces, and Mark B. Thompson
Jesse of Las
camp were Percy, Williams,
Cruces, for the constitutional
Donald
Neil
Nusbaum,
Beauregard,
convention.
The Democrats nominatM. Judd, whose home is in Salt Lake
ed a fusion ticket upon which appear
'
City, and N. J. Goldsmitfh, whose Numa
Frenger, a Democrat of Las
father lives here.
Cruces; Eugene Van Patten of Dripping Springs, a Republican; and H.
OLD PALACE SEES
D. Bowman of Las Cruces, a Republi- NEW SPLENDOR.. can.
The Republicans of McKinley coun-- l
(Continued from Page one.)
ty have nominated Gregory Page of
'Gallup to the, constitutional conven- the American Museum of Natural tion.
History. His brother, Robert Fulton
cents for everybody,
Twenty-fiv- e
Cutting, is a well known financier.
There were many other distinguish-- any part of the house tomorrow night.
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On us for Information if you are in
ma'e more satisfactory in ap doubt as
to the value of some toilet
and in the matter of dura-

pearance
bility if you use

soap, complexion cream, talcum or
tooth powder or any other toilet acWe'll give it gladly and
cessory.
,
honestly.

LUMBER

'...
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bought of us. Do you know anything
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
about our prices? If not, you've a
Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
In store. Let us figure on your
of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
next building.
form a part of your vacation outfit. To
get the best, get them here.
sur-pris-

e

Charles W. Dudrow

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 1425 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you want anything on eartn- - try
a New Mexican Want Ad

BAY

and'
We

Where your dollar buys the most,

New Mexrea.. Printing Com
jany has on hand a large uupply oi
oaas and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
mo nierciutnts: good
everywhere. Wo
will sell them at 5 cents in book form
'

I

fit?

AT

THE FOOT, ANKLE
AND CALF - THAT

mmmj

NEVER WRINKLES,

STRETCHES

d

OR

SHRINKS.
IT IS THE ONLY
STOCKING THAT IS
KNIT TO CORRECT
SHAPE BY
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K,

Electric

Santa Fe Water

W.

T0WNSEN0

N

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLK

Mgr,

PANSY

& CO.

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS everyjday
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White iVyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlngt
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CLARENDON

PODLTRY

ervice

Call fhlfS

Light Company

and 60c,

WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE BEST.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

25C. 35c. 50c,

popular prices

-
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Agents

COMFORT-ABLE-TH-

HUGS
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DON'T HESITATE TO CALL

YOUR BUILDING
will be

s

HOSIERY
FASHIONED IN

THE KNITTING,
Oil WITHOUT
A SEAM

.

o

nw..

NG

WITHOUT A .SEAM.
A FASHIONED HO-SJEWED To
OTHER FASHIONED
PRE.S-5EI.S
To 5HAPE IT,
5HAPE, .SOME
BUT ALL CAUE DISCOMFORT AND KNOTTY

reception

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

LEG-MAKI-

5

i

;

KNITTED HOSIERY THAT WAS COMFORTTHEY STARTAND WHY? 5ECAU-5ED AT THE TOE AND KNIT ROUND AFTER
ROUND, NARROWING AT THE ANKLE, TURABLE.

HO-SIER-

.. ,.

;
;

Furniture Co.

r

;

Archaeology and who has been lectur-jing at the Rito camp, came in the'
icity Saturday to attend the reception
at the Palace and returned to the
canon yesterday morning.
The Hon. Frank Springer, the well'

WILSON RANGES AT COST
&
& s&
j&
j&

Akers-Wagne-

t?Tn? TJ V aTpH'

i

TENT OOTS OSTKRMOOR MATTRESSES
-- FURNITURE -- HOUSE FURNISHING.

v

,;

i

Exceptional Bargains at tbe dozen
$1.00 $125 and $150

f

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

ed Pple at the reception, includmg
former governors and wives of for- '
mer governors, former and present
associate justices of the supreme
court of the Territory, and bankers,
'
lawyers, rAysicians, editors and city
are
in
the
.Gonzales
capital
(Taos; Doctor Martin coming to buy ? J51!',- - it is'the Pntire gathering
medical supplies and the others on was
worthy even- - of a cal,ltal c"'
i
legal business '.
wlho saw it believed
and
in
those
Ptheir heart3
W;
Santa Fe is an ideal
I

FRUIT JARS

Notice our!

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

i

St.

COME IN AND GET AC
QUA1NTED WITH HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

i

COMPANY

For fi.H rarticoJars call on or
add. ess the above company

4c

supplies We've got'tm all, everjthirf
that vmi need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the bjest bait, the right flies.'and anything else
you wish to know.

thej

j

&,
Mexico
New
Santa Pe,

119 San Franciscu

.

...

you will need som
tackle, and a few othe

if you are,

Trpit

j

our attractive list before buying.

O O WATSON

BRISTOL1

trip.

If 200 TEARS AGO .one Qf your .ancestors had banked only 200 ,dollars
per cent compound Interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
that chain would reach from" New
each; dollar bill were a link in t chain,
r

at

on

calling

Use the

for

W. D. Zook, a drug salesman from
Denver, is calling on the pharmacists
,
here.
Mrs. Herbert Yeo who spent two
weeks in Santa Fe has returned to her
home at Las Cruces.
Former Attorney General W. C.
Reid, of Roswell, has returned to Santa Fe on legal business.
W. B. Freeman, of Denver, of the
Reclamation service, has returned to
Santa Fe from a stream measurement

CN?ASYath

yt LITTLE

14

visitor yesterday.
The Rev. Plantard
of Chaperito,
left last Saturday for Las Vegas.
Edward Mitchell, a drug salesman

YARDS

an

a

IGHT
Operation
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Louis Rocky

Pacific
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BLOOD HUMORS

Company.

Railway

When we see persons with soft, smooth skins we know at once that their
blood is pure and healthy, that the cuticle is being sufficiently and properl- -'
nourished by the circulation. But when the blood becomes infected with any
unhealthy hv.mcr the effect is shown by eruptions, boils, pimples, or some more
definitely marked skin disease such as Eczema, Acne, Tetter, etc. Humors gst
Into the blood usually, because of a sluggish condition of those members whose
duty it is to collect and carry off the waste and refuse matter of the system.
This unhealthy matter, left in Ihe system, sours and ferments and is soon ab-- '
sorted into the circulation, filling the blood with an irritating humor. Eemove
these humors and the skin disease can not exist, because i;s very cause is then
destroyed. G. S. S. cures all humors of the blood because it is the greatest of all
blood purifiers. It cleanses the blood of every particle or unhealthy matter,
enriches the circulation and causes it to supply healthful nourishment to all afji
tissues. Then the Skin becomes soft and clear. Local applications can not cur.
they can only soothe by temporarily reducing the in animation, but the cau"
remains in the circulation and the eruption will be no nearer well when the
treatment is left off. The humors must be removed and nothing equals
S. S. S. for this purpose. Pure blood makes healthy skins and S. S. S. make
pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases free to all who write and request it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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named the following fusion ticket for
Notice For Publication.
the constitutional convention:
A. B. Department of the
Interior,
Fall of Three Rivers; George E. Mof-fet- t
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
of Oro Grande and J. L. Lawson
of Alamogordo.
August 15, 1910.
.Forest Reserve. 03S57 Xot Coal..
Notice is hereby given that Emery
The Belen Tribune announces the
C. Arnold, of
Pecos, N. M., who on
following from among whom Valencia
2G, 1904, made homestead enAugust
will
choose
three delegates to
county
the constitutional convention:
Hon. try (Serial 03857), No. 8044, for SE.
NW.
E 2 SW.
NW. 4
Solomon Luna, Colonel W. M. Berger,
SW.
Section
11, Township 17 N.,
Silvestre Mirabal, Dr. J. W. Beards-ley- ,
John Becker and Saturnino Baca. Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
year proof' to establish claim to
The Republicans of Sandoval coun-'fiv- e
ty will hold their con vein ion at Ber- tne iana aDove described, before Regnalillo on Saturday of this week. Oth- ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
er county conventions to be held that on the 13th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
day will be the Democratic and Republican conventions of Socorro county;
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.;
the Republican conventions of Valen- Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, Marcia, San Miguel, Bernalillo and
tin, all of Pecos, N. M.
counties.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

A
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Martinez, of Arroyo Hon-ro- ,
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and William McKeon, of Taos. It
Palace.
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on both teams.
boys
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is a sure winner. The Democrats nut
S.
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Roswell;
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SStatte for Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
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After
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Weeks
fori
game,
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Alexander Gusdorf, of Taos; Luis
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gard, Percy Adams, Neil M. Judd, Rito blouse, he became discouraged In the Meyer, of Costilla, and Porfirio Abreu,
ular
communication
Track connection with A. T. A. S. K. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
of Penasco.
de los Frijoles; W. D. Zook, Denver; fifth
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because of the errors that
inning
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or
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Miami.
which
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Ocate,
following
Cimarron,
depot
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Frank Springer, Las Vegas ; J.
month a Masonic hail
were being made behind him, and let
and Red Lakes. X. M
"Since there are just nine candiUte Park. N. M. is depot for t he following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo. Aurora,
Monk, Log Angeles; H. O. Bursuni, down long enough to hand a golden
at 7.30 v. in.
P.aldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtown, Lobo, Q,uesta, Ranclios de Taos, Red
Socorro; H. S. Bowman, Clovis; Lou opportunity to the Peerless club of dates for election as delegates to the
H. H. LORMAN,
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
Weil, Kansas City; Mr. and Mrs. John Santa Fe, which they quickly took ad- constitutional convention it has been
')aily. fFlag, tDaily except Sunday
Acting Master,
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Polhemus, Oklahoma City; Charles F. vantage of to the extent of five runs, suggested that the two tickets get to- ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
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Santa Fe Chapter No. L
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Harteach
side after the rest had been
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each month at Masonic
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forced
S. N. Cooper, Aurora,
Springs last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gonzales. Miss thrown out at second on a fielder's
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
M. M. Dunston returned
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
from El
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on the play.
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the
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specialist,
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Galisteo; Ventura Baros,
a very" serious operation performed at 7:30 o'clock in the evening Id
to
was
be.
Stanton
singled
supposed
on her throat.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
scoring Clancy and the batting rally
Gregg's.
Scottish Rite Masons are corVisiting
R Maddox and wife, of Animas,
Burns threw out Stanton
J. E. McDonald, P. H. Munoz, Carls- ended towhen
invited to attend.
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several
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spending
second.
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JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
bad; W. R. Brown, El Paso; H. S. going
,They left today for the
Albuquerque started after the game D((ning.
Venerable Master.
Lutz, City; G. A. Bullard, Kansas
Mimbres
Hot
Springs.
second inning, regardless
For Rates and full information address
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
City; A. S. McElwain, St. Louis; S. hard in the
westGeorge Bisbee of Lone Mountain is
J Shiffey, Madrid; Bessie Ingle, Mrs. of the fact that Joe Galgano, a
Secretary.
in Deming for a short stay.
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ern
firing
league
A.
pitcher,
John Sheffer, Madrid; Joseph Gordon,
E.
L.
visitors.
line
for
traffic
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Galgano pitched
Story,
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B. P. O. E.
Kansas City; F. B. White, El Paso; C.
e
A.
good ball, but his three years experiTelephone Company, is in
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
A. Wotten, Chicago.
ence in the league has not made a town on business.
El Paso Texas.
Coronado.
holds its regular session on the secbright
particular star out of him. It W. B. King returned today from a ond and fourth Wednesday of each
N.
R.
William Rogers, Cerrillos;
was the consensus of opinion among fishing trip on the Gila river.
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
Clokoff, Glorieta; J. F. Rucker, Estan-cia- ; the fans that Gal
pitched as good ball
A. J. FISCHER,
Robt. F. Davis, business manager and welcome.
E. Cordova, Abiquiu; P. Haley,
with the Albuquerque Browns three
Exalted Ruler.
Antonito; Charles Schultz, Denver; and four years ago as he did for San- of Draughon's Business College at El J. D. - SENA,
Paso, is in Deming on business.
Secretary.
W. B. Blakely, El Paso; B. C. Fergu- ta Fe
Galgano got away
yesterday.
Captain Foster, of Dwyer, is in
son, El Paso; E. Y. Park, F. M. with a quartet of hits and struck out
Knights of Pythias.
Castle, Stanley; Ross Linton, Tres nine, while his young friend Weeks town on business.
Fe
A.
Santa
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Daof
North
Cerrillos.
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
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Dazey,
William
Rogers,
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was touched for a half dozen hits and
has returned to Deming looking Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
kota,
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after his business interests. Mr. Gal- Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
game played
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Santa Fe Peerless Comes Out
Santa Fe 7; Albuquerque 1; three
T. W. Webb, brother of A. P. Webb, JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
torious in Spirited Contest on
base hit, Hidalgo; two base hit, Koch; is
the Diamond.
visiting in Deming. He will return
hit by pitcher, Keefe; double play. to his home in Globe, Arizona, in a
22.
N.
M., Aug.
Albuquerque,
Cornish to Donovan; Gonzales, Burns
CHEAP ROUND
VIA
The Santa Fe Peerless baseball team to Donovan. Stolen bases, Koch, De fewW.days.
from
Patterson
returned
Hope
a
defeated the Albuquerque Grays by
Blassi; sacrifice hit, Echberg, Kunz. Kansas City.
RATES
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score of 5 to 4 Sunday.
Time 1:40. Umpires, Gamble and
J. A. Shipley, of Silver City, is in
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The Grays started the ball rolling
Hale.
Deming on business.
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a
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G
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4 0 1 3 0 0
Thomas Hall and family returned
running in this play was a real Ty Clancy, 3b
1 to Nutt station this
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morning.
Ccbb stunt and one of the prettiest
4 0 1 2 0 0
Mrs. L. O. Danse arrived in Deming
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5 0 1 1 0 0 from Tusas, N. M.,
Stanton, cf
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Weeks
hit
when
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Clancy.
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
5 1 0 9 1 0
W. W. Crawford
Gaastra, c
returned from ATLANTIC CITY
stead of tagging Donovan at home, Berardinelli, 2b. ...4
$74.05
1 0 3 2 0
where he has been engaged
.Cambray
Clancy attempted to nail Weeks at Echberg, lb
3 1 0 7 0 1 in building a house for Hal Kerr.
ASBURY PARK
$73.70
first and threw wild, advancing Weeks Keefe, If
3 0 0 0 0 1
The little baby of Mr. and Mrs.
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
to second. Hidalgo then touched Gal- $77.95
Perry who live up the Mimbres, died BOSTON
CITY OFFICE IN
gano for a three bagger and scored
35 5 4 27
7 3 yesterday and was buried here this
Totals
while Alarid was throwing out Cor
CHICAGO
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Albuquerque.
morning.
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AB. R. H. PO A.
reA.
and
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Huxtable
J.
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three runs to start on and all (hands Chaves, c
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turned from Nutt where they atplaying good ball it looked as if the Gonzales, ss
Or Union Depot.
4 0 0 2 3
tended a picnic.
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
Grays had the long end of the score De Blassi, If
4 1 1 0 0
J. N. Hoy of El Paso, passed through
the
But
in
away
refrigerator.
safely
4 1 3 5 0
lb
en
to
route
Donovan,
Silver City. Mr. KANSAS CITY
Deming
$35.35
things broke for Santa Fe in the
3 0 0 2 0
cf
Hoy was formerly operator for the
fifth ' and they garnered five while Kunz,
4 1 1 0 1
ST. LOUIS
Santa Fe at Deming.
$44.35
Weeks and the infield was suffering Weeks, p rf
3
1 1 2 0
800 class of engines now used
The
Hidalgo,
from a temporary slump. The locals
NEW YORK
$75.15
4 0 0 2 1
3b
by the Santa Fe is hauling about
tried hard to get back their lost Cornish, 2b
3
0
3
0
2
double
Burns,
into
the
that
tonnage
Deming
ground, but their efforts were futile.
12 Hour
the, smaller engines hauled.
With two men out in the sixtOi, De Totals
33 4 6 27 7 8
...
Wm.
master
of
mechanic
Hitchcock,
DAYLIGHT
TRAINS
Blassi recovered one run, when he
the Santa Fe, of San Marcial, is in
stole second and made home
singled,
BETWEEN
Deming on business.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
on Donovan's hit. The Peerless play'5
P. J. Powers, foreman of the Demied splendid ball and were behind
ng1 Santa Fe shops, went to WhiteDenver Colorado
Galgano all the way, but even at that
POLITICAL PASTURES water yesterday on business.
&
would
it looked as if Albuquerque
A large amount of material is being
either win the game or tie the score
hauled
Deming to Hurley to
in the ninth inning. De Blassi fanned
In sierra county the two parties b6 usedthrough
by tne ,Cninon Copper Com.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
and Donovan singled and went to have united in putting up the follow
in the construction of their
second when Kunz got a hit to short ing ticket: F. H. Winston of Fair-vie- pany
a. m. Daily.
three thousand ton mill now in
and Edward D. Tittman of
right. Weeks advanced both men on
New
A. Alt
course of construction at that place.
a sacrifice hit. At this stage of the
Dr. S. D. Swope left for San Fran- For information regarding freight
Catron Block.
Santa Fe, N. M.
game Pete Hidalgo was scheduled to
cisco
to attend the convention of Pa-fi- c
and passenger rates etc. call
bat and according to all indications,
In Rio Arriba county, the Republicoast
suregons. He will be gone
was likewise scheduled to hit. Ex- cans nominated T. D.
of
Tierra
ten
Burns,
days.
citement in the grand stand was in. at city office, Laughlin Block
T. J. Curran passed through DemJose Amado Lucero, of
tense and the fans were biting their Amarilla; Venceslao
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 b. m.
TIME TABLE ALL
The ing en route to Silver City. Mr. Cur-reJaramilla.
or Phone 145.
finger nails and waving their straw Democrats named two men of the
is
connected
with
the
Mogollon
LOCAL TRIANS
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
hats, hoping for a tenth inning. A
Gold and Copper Company.
which will be a fusion affair.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 conference was held between Galgano ticket
Thos. E. Milster and wife returned
L H. GIBSON,
and Clancy and it wa3 decided to give
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m, to con- a m.
from a thirty days' trip to
Democratic
The
and
today
Republican
a
of
to
a
ticket
first
Pete
from
arrives
present
Train
the north at 3:35
nect with No. 10 from the south and
in Otero county have fornia.
City Frt & Pass. Agt.
base. Deliberately and with malice
west, also No. 3 from the east, re- p. m.
aforethought, Galgano sttiot four balls
New Mexico Central.
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
over the pan, much to the disgust of
leaves
Train
m.
Santa
a.
7:30
Fe
at
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conchagrin of
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m. the mighty Pete and the
also takes
nect with No. 1 west-bounWith two outs and
his
colleagues.
d
passpassengers for No. 2
three men on bases, it was ni to Doc
Make your plans ahead so that you Cornish to save the day. Mustering
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No, can attend the Elks' Tuesday night every art known to the baseball pitchwithout fail. It is to help Santa Fe er in a "hole," Galgano sorted bis
l's connection only.
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary irregularities.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- by helping the new sanitarium of curves so handily that Cornish was
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
which, many a large city might well be unable to hit. The game was over.
nect with Nos. '7 and 9 west-bounSTRIPLING-BURROWS
& COcontest
was
all
the
a
All
in
one.
8
Return proud.
good
and Nos. 4 and
11
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SOUND KEYNOTE OF COMING
tremely doubtful.
POLITICAL CAMPAIGN.
Mr. Renehan's Address.
Attorney A. B. Renehuan delivered
(Continued From Page Three.)
another forceful speech outlining why
he left the Democratic party and bethat one today cannot realize." Mr. came a Republican. He said:
'
Catron dwelt at some length on the
I am not a cat in a strange garret,
services rendered New Mexico by the but I have come into the house of my
Spanish descendants and then placed friends whose courteous reception I
in nomination the name of Hon. Vic- gratefully appreciate. I should have
tor Ortega a name that was cheered bean here long ago, but it has been
again and again.
hard to sever the sentimental bonds
which have bound me to the DemocMr. Conway's Address.
County School Superintendent J. V. racy no matter how vigorously conConway then placed in nomination the science persuaded me that it was right
name of the fifth delegate, Hon. J. D. to do so. It took courage to resign alSena and in the welcome Mr. Sena legiance to or connection with a party
received even the drummer in the which had shown me much consideraband took part and there was a din tion and conferred some honor upon
worthy of the old time G. O. P. con- me, and especially is this true since I
came not as a petitioner for favor, for
ventions.
There is nothing
Mr. Conway said: "I wish to nomi- reward, for office.
I
I want except
have
you
ask;
nothing
nate a man whose family has been
to serve in some dethe
opportunity
honored and
the
people
by
of this city and county and territory. gree the territory and state of New
He is a young man in whom we havs Mexico through the agency of this
confidence and of whom we are proud. party.
"I have always been a protectionist.
He has filled many positions of trust
and he is well known by every man, the doctrine of protection I learned at
woman and child in Santa Fe county. the feet of Samuel J. Randall, the
I am proud to say that he comes great Democratic Pennsylvania con
It always seemed strange
from the banner precinct of the coun- gressman.
ty, a precinct that has rolled up the to me that he, good man that he was,
highest Republican vote and his name could be both protectionist and Dem
ocrat, but stranger still I have follow
is a household word there."
When Mr. Conway concluded and ed the same path. Thiscattle-bree-territory
d
needs protection. It is a
Interpreter Ortiz had translated the
sheep-raisincountry. Withlast word into Spanish the popularity ing and
would
out
industries
these
protection
of "Joe" Sena was attested by the
imdemonstration that ensued and it was fail, and the people would become
wool
when
were
as
repoverished
they
some moments before order was
cents a pound under
fell to 4
stored.
Grover
Cleveland.
This thought was
The convention finally took a recess,
to meet again in a ratification meeting the mainspring of my change of coat,
for I felt that in view of the coming
at 8 p. m.
statehood, I should do what I could to
The Ratification Meeting.
make
it a Republican state so that it
One of the most forceful speeches
delivered at the ratification meeting might send senators and congressmen
held at night in the court house and to Washington to aid in maintaining
attended by a large number of Repub- judicious protection, which is not in
licans was that delivered by Hon. H. ' any sense opposed to tariff reform.
Flays Democratic Party.
O. Bursum, chairman of the Terri-- i
has
Democracy
"Furthermore,
torial Republican Central Committee.!
to
of
a
ceased
be
principles.
party
arrived
Mr. Bursum
Saturday evening
over the New Mexico Central and his There is no line of demaractlon beis
presence in the city was a surprise tween Democrat and Republican. It
and delight to the Republicans. In his merely a matter of men, environment
I may say a matspeech Mr. Bursum congratulated the and locality, indeed
in Texas wants
ter
habit.
of
Bailey
evidence
the
apparupon
Republicans
in MassaDouglas
San-lumber;
' protected
ent of absolute party harmony in
ta Fe county and paid a high compli- chusetts wants free hides. So it goes.
ment to the personnel of the delegates The tariff has ceased to be an essennominated in behalf of the Republican tial issue. It is not a national questicket. Mr. Bursum stated that the tion with Democrats as Cleveland and
to him
Republican committee at Albuquerque the Democratic fathers prior
polmade
a
mere
atbut
neighborhood
it,
had taken a decided stand against
welfors
for
the
its
object
icy
or
views
having
action
bind
the
tempting to
on constitutional questions of either of a section. Democrats and insurindividual members of the party or gents in Congress make common
must fuse
county organizations; that the Repub- cause. As usual Democrats when it
and
to
anything,
accomplish
lican party believed the constitution
is
should be so framed as to embody the fuses nationally or territorially, it
It
member.
smaller
bossed
the
by
desires of the majority of the people
is nowadays always the led horse. It
of
was
it
the
duty
that
themselves;
manhood. It has
every precinct and county to speak has lost all pride of
Condemning
all
lost
convenindependence.
and
their
primaries
through
tions and select such men as would the doers of wrong in one breath, it
best represent their wishes. In other fuses with the alleged wrongdoers
to justify itself on the
words, that the standard of Republi- and attempts
neccanism should not be measured by theory of party exigency and the
magof
Out
officers.
a
few
of
any fixed policy of any individual essity Democratic
precincts it has
member of the party or or anw pre- nificent
made
thus
magnificent Republican
cinct or county organization; that the
precincts.
is
and
always
Republican party
"In this and in other ways I behad been the party of the people and
I could indicate, and prove, if
lieve
of
delicate
the
problems
would meet
constitutional framing in a straightfor- proof were required, that Democracy
but a party
ward, manly way, and would write a is not a party of principle
constitution short, simple and plain of expediency. It is a buffer party,
sort of John the Baptist, making
j A
which would last for all time.
some clamor in the wilderness, but doBursum's Tribute.
It is a party of com
Mr. Bursum paid an eloquent tribute ing nothing.
to the native citizens whom he said plaint, petulance, and caprice, having
than
had carried to this territory the ban- within its ranks men better
of
ner of civilization and cnristianity, whom exist for fidelity and honesty I
I
hope
whose
friendship
purpose,
had toiled and fought for generations
con-in behalf of the establishment of a have not forgone, and still itare at
who
more
thousand
a
tains
compeaceable government and were
deheart Republicans but like myself
pelled during our early history to
the associafend themselves and families against they are afraid to resign
members withhas
It
tions
of
years.
"These
Indians.
hostile
attacks of
on the other hand, who
people,' said Mr. Bursum, "have made out number,
Democratic, are by inwhile
locally
who
us
have
of
those
for
it possible
are territorially and
and
faith
come from other states of the Union stinct
Locally they
confines
Republican.
of.
the
nationally
within
to now enjoy
at
New Mexico the blessings of a peace- - j serve the interests of Democracy
the
of
rest
the
election
at
time;
least
able and stable government; theyj
should not be forgotten; every right, j time they train with the Republicans,
un-advise them, assist them in the adprivilege or franchise guaranteed
a
der the provisions of the Treaty of j vancement of their policies and reap
labors.'
their
for
reward
or
otnerwise
Guadalupe Hidalgo
should be written in the constitution."
Herewith are some Bargains offeree
Mr. Bursum advocated a limitation
comon taxation and public debt the ex- by the New Mexican Printing
the
of
Procedure
Civil
of
Code
constitupany:
clusion of legislation in the
1897,
New
sheep
Mexico,
of
tion. He said we could well trust to Territory
75c. Missouri
the judgment of our children and our bound, $1; paper bound,Missouri Code
children's children to enact and re- Pleading forms, $5; two for $10.
as Pleadings, $6; the
peal such laws from time to time dicAdapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
experience and expediency might
New Mexico. 1899, 1901 and 1903,
as
they
tate to meet contingencies
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
may arise. He spoke of the difficulty full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
of amending a constitution, and the Cover Pocket Docket,
single, $1.25-twexpense incident thereto as compared
or more books, fl each. New
with the simple process of repealing Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nok.
statutory legislation. He said he be- 3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilieved in a government by the ma- lation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compll
jority; that every facility schoitld be ation Mining Lus, 50c. Money
provided for ascertaining the wishes Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
of that majority under the simplest tfceep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
form possible. Mr. Bursum gave fullest credit to the adminstration of Standing room arranged for at ;
President Taft for having insisted up- the Elks' tomorrow night. It won't
on the passage of the statehood bill. cost a cent more to stand up so don't
Without such assistance, he contended .stay away thinking you cannot get a
that statehood would have been ex seat
g
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When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BATHASWEET ift the tub when
bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water instantly. 25 baths imgcentcan.
IT'S WORTH A TRIALS

BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO..
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NEW YORK

GOING
AWAY
"Oh, thank you!" said the young
woman who was just about to depart
for Michigan for the summer. "Yes, it
is kind of you to wish me a pleasant
trip. If it isn't pleasant, at least it
will be interesting, I am sure.
"In fact, I am quite looking forward
to the moment of my departure because I am so curious to know just
what I shall take along. You know,
when I travel I always yearn to start
away looking like the girls in the
railroad advertisements. They are Invariably attired In the freshest of
tailor suits. Each carries one attenuated, natty suitcase and a tightly
rolled umbrella built on lead pencil
lines, and displays a pleasant, carefree smile. They all appear to have
successfully packed everything they
own in trunks that have gone on ahead.
It rests me to look at them.
"Somehow, though, no matter how
hard I try to reach the ideal of a railroad girl in a picture, something in-

variably interferes.
"One year somebody brought me a
dozen jars of jelly at the last minute.
These I had to carry along with the

Then my cousin added a
umbrella.
paper package containing the rubber
overshoes v&lch she had worn away
last year by mistake and which belonged to the cottager next door. She
said it would relieve her conscience if
I would take them along. So I did. I
dropped them overboard just as soon
as I got on the boat, however. Her
conscience never knew the difference
and It was lots nicer for me.
"This year it is going to be even
worse. It started with the bulldog.
Dick Patterson owns the dog. He said
some friends of his had it and also
had a little baby, and couldn't manage both, so they let him take hia
choice. He decided after some thought
he'd take the bulldog, because he
could keep it at the stable with his
riding horse, and he couldn't dispose
of a baby that way, although he really regretted the baby, because he said
it was a very nice one.
"The dog Is a white, meek-eyecreature and so affectionate that he
weeps If you raise an eyebrow at him.
He looks as though butter wouldn't
melt In his mouth, yet one day when
I had him out he jumped on an innocent fox terrier that was attending
strictly to its own affairs and licked
the daylights out of it in a disinterested sort of way. I quit hauling him
around by his collar right then and
d

there!

"When in a jesting moment I suggested that Dick board the dog this
summer at my house he jumped at the
idea because it seems he is going
away and there was nobody to leave
the dog with. So I've got the bulldog
to lead on a chain In one hand. No

nating between the rural police court
and the jail, because the bulldog will
chew up all the other resorters' offspring, cats ,and poodles. I asked Dick
what on earth I'd do if there was an
awful dog fight because of the bulldog. He replied that I must go into
the house and close the windows so
that the noise would not disturb me
and then let the best dog win. I am
almost certain that I shall not have a
dull summer.
"Then just last night John Gordon
and I went out to one of the newly
parks and we
opened amusement

came to a booth where people were
t
chances on birds.
buying
There was everything from
parrots down to darling little gray
birds with red throats. John bought,
a couple of chances. Just as I was
explaining what kind of cage I should
get to match the gray bird that I was
going to win the man called out my
number In such a loud voice that I
was dismally positive I had drawn a
parrot at least What do you suppose I got? A globe with three gold
fish in it. John got nothing.
"I was ,so dazed that I let the man
hand me the globe and then I walked
away before I realized that I had accepted the responsibility for the welfare' of three Innocent fish, at that
moment flopping about in the water
and gazing at me trustfully. There
was a wire on the globe so I could
carry it, and John said of course I
wouldn't think of leaving it behind,
I've got to take it along or hurt his
feelings, and as my other hand is
busy with the suitcase I shall have to
hang the gold fish globe about my
neck. I can fry the fish for breakfast after I get to Michigan.
"I nearly forgot Jo mention my tea
tray. It is one of those framed, glass-- ,
covered trays and so big that it
wouldn't go into a trunk. It is wrapped
In burlap with one handle sticking out
for me to hang on to, because it would
have been too much trouble to crate
It. I think I shall carry that in my
sea-gree- n

"Then there Is the little satchel
with all the solid teaspoons and other
silver in it and there will be three or
four late packages from the stores
that I'll have to take along. Mother
said she wanted to send a little red
wagon to the caretaker's child if It
wouldn't trouble me too much to include It In my luggage. I may have
forgotten some things, but those are
the chief articles that I shall have to

carry."

"Goodness!" said the listener. "You
can't travel on one ticket as a single

individual, can you?
whole caravan!"

Why, you're

a

Talk about heroes; a Virginia clerfor the
gyman has just bven married
"
fifth time.
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"Is there anything
on earth," inquired the
blonde, "that
Diaks you so utterly weary as the
condescending action of some man
you know who assures you in that
complacent way peculiar to the type,
that he is going to call upon you very
soon? as if," she added, with an air
of disgust, "we were all
sitting around
holding our breaths waiting for he
telephone to ring, in the fond hope
that it will prove to be some masculine admirer who desires to honor us
with his company! I'm sick of it!"
"Me, too!" chimed In with ungram-maticfervor the girl with the coro-; nation
braid.
;
The
blonde embroidered
jtwo polka dots with a puzzled frown,
"You see," she said, "if the
girl has
j a large
and well-worsense of humor
she merely smiles to herself and
s
if it would pay to jolt the man
a state of enlightenment. Rut if
her sense of humor is undeveloped
sha abks herself with
disturbing
qualms if it Is really possible that
the creature thinks she is crazv ahont.
ihim."
She regarded the entire row of
polka dots with disfavor, preparatory
to beginning on another. "Not long
ago," she continued, "I had the satis-- !
faction of freeing my mind on the sub-- j
Ject."
"Really?" cried the girl with the
coronation braid.
"It was just by accident,"
ex- plained the fluffy-haireblonde
"You know," she proceeded, "I was
'visiting Marie in Milwaukee last
month." The others nodded. "Well,
a certain man whom we will call
George and whom I have always
known, happened to be there at the
same time, on business.
Now, I'm
fond of George, in a way.
"When he called up the house
where I was visiting and Informed me
that he was 'going to get out to call,'
I was very amiable about it. He wanted to set a time, but naturally I
couldn't make an engagement without
consulting my hostess. So Marie and
I talked It over, and she insisted upon
shifting the entire week's eatendar in
order to leave an evening open for
George to call. We had something interesting on hand for every night, too,
but Marie felt that it would be rude
not to receive George. Finally we
managed it for Saturday, and I wrote
George a note to that effect.
"In the course of time Saturday
came, and so did George. This is the
way he began: 'Well, well, you've
been here ten days, have you? Really,
I did mean to come out before this.
I hope you'll excuse me.
I've been
up to my ears in work.' "
The members of the sewing circle
exploded with mirth, but the
bionde was too indignant at the
recollection
even to smile.
"He
thought," she said, "that the joy of
my visit was blighted by his inattenfluffy-haire-

fluffy-haire-

d
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County- - of

WANTS

No. CC04.

Cliarles A. Siringo, Plaintiff,
vs.
W. P. Cox and C. C. Rushing, and
the unknown claimants of interests in
FOR S A bli- -- Office safe $."0. Chas.
the premises hereinafter described. 12. Michael.
adverse to the plaintiff, and the in,-- i
known claimants of interests in tie! COOK WANTED Apply to Mrs. R.
proniisory note hereinafter described, J. Palen, 'S'A Palace avenue.
j
Defendants.
FOR RENT
In the District Court of the First
furnished front
Judical District of the Territory ofiro,r" witl !lh. 202 Chapelle St.
New Mexico, within and for the Coun
FOR RENT Furnished three-rooty of Santa Fe.
r. AU.
.Kl'ir,1U,U
The said defendants,
COX'
W P
and C. C. Rushing, and the unknown urcws,
claimants of interests in the premises
FOR SALE Standard Dictionary,
hereinafter described, adverse to the
Apply
plaintiff, and the unknown claimants latest flition, 2 vols, cheap.
of interests in the proniisory
note New Mexican office,
hereinafter described, are hereby noti-- i
fled that complaint has been
Thirty horse pow- filed! FOR SALE
er
engine, good as new. Inquire,
against them in the District Court of
Sama Fe Planing Mill.
the First Judicial District or the Ter -

srz

.Hy

j

jat

j

n

won-Jder-

d

tion!

ten-cen-

teeth.

i

fluffy-hain.'-

doubt I shall spend my summer alter-

Territory of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, ss.

WANTED Position by first grade
the County of Santa Fe, that being
teacher.
and
the court in which said cause is pend- male
Experienced
- speaks Spanish.
care
"Teacher"
SanSirA.
said
Charles
plaintiff,
ing ,by
ingo, the general object of said action ta Fe New Mexican.
On account of a certain con
being:
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by th
tract entered into by said plaintiff and
said defendants, wherein said plaintiff Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
E.
agreed to pay said defendants a cer Co., maps and prices at Charles
Real
Estate.
Michael,
of
tain sum of money for the purchase
a crude oil burner, designated as the
LOST Gold watch and silver chain
20th Century Crude Oil Burner. That
on account of said contract said plain- last evening between Shearon's resitiff made and executed his proniisory dence and Elks theatre. Name in
note and gave a mortgage on his watch. Finder return to this office.
Mexican Opera Tonight.
Entire
ranch, known as 'Sunnyslope Ranch,"
change. Ten people in cast at Adobe
of
Santa
from
the
City
lying southerly
Grand.
Fe, in the county of Santa Fe. New
2
and
220
acres,
Mexico, containing
TYPEWRITERS
which is bounded and described as
The east half of the Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
follows,
southwest quarter and the west half' platents furnished. Ribbons and sup- of the southeast quarter of Section B; j plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
also the southeast Quarter of the and rented. Standard makes handled.
northwest quarter and lot numbered All repair work and typewriters guarthree of Section 3, all in Township anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExPhone Black 231.
16 N. R. 9 East of the New Mexico change.
Meridian, except five acres of the latCoal Declaratory
Statement with
ter tract known as lot Numbered 10,
Affor the payment of said amount. On Power of an Attorney,
account of misrepresentations, etc., on fidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
the part of said defendants to the said Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water, 4 sheet
plaintiff in re said Crude Oil Burner,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
said plaintiff prays that: 1st. That
sheet.
the said promisory note may be de- Notice.
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet
clared null and void and required to
Stock Blanks.
be surrendered up, unless found in
Bill of Sale Animals Wearing Venthe hands of some innocent purchaser
for value before maturity; 2nd. That dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
the holder or holders of said proniisory note when found may be made a 40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
party, or parties, defendant to this
said
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Vendor's
mortgage
the
That
3rd.
suit;
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
with the record thereof, may be ordered canceled, set aside and vacated; sheet
Bill of Sa'e,
sheet.
4th. That the said plaintiff may have
such other relief in equity as may be
Authority to Gather, Drive and
just and proper, and that he may Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Resheet
recover his costs in this suit expend- corded Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and
ed, as will more fully appear by reference to the complaint filed in said Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
sheet
cause. And that unless you enter your ; Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand.
apearance in said cause on or before
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
the tenth day of October, A. D. 1910,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
judgment will be rendered against
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
you in said cause by default. The
sheet.
name and address of plaintiff's attorAppeal Bond, Criminal,
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet.
neys are: Renehan & Da vies, Santa
Appearance Bonl on Continuance,
Fe, N. M.
In Witness Whereof, I have here- (J. P.), 2 sheet.
Bond of Appearance,
unto set my hand and the seal of said
(District
sheet.
District Court at Santa Fe, New Mex- Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
ico, this 13th day of August, 1910.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
FRANK W. SHEARON,
sheet
(Seal.)
Clerk.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComBv EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
sheet.
plaint,
BLANKS
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
mons, 4 sheet
sheet.
Printed and foi sale by New MexiReplevin Bond,
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Execution Forcible Entry and DeMex.
sheet.
tainer,
sheet
Mining Blanks.
Replevin Writ,
Additional and Amended Location
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 11
Certificate,
sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Warrant,
sheet.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet.
Commitment,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
sheet.
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Property,
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
Attachment Writ 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
I

1--

to-wi-

Non-Miner-

Non-Miner-

2

1-- 4

2

4

2

2

--

2

4

2

2

"I was perfectly paralyzed for a moment, and then I proceeded, without
heat or prejudice, to elucidate certain ethical points upon which it
seemed to me George's education had
been deficient.
"He listened with startled attention
until I had finished, then he said, in
a surprised voice: 'You mean, then,
that you think I am egotistical?'
'"Painfully so,' I told him.
" 'But
really,' he assured me, looking shocked, 'really, you don't know
me at all if you think that, not at
all! Besides, I honestly was awfully
busy, or I would have come out-- "
The
blonde stopped and
sighed reminiscently.
"Then Marie
came down," she said, "and took in
the situation."
" 'It has
just occurred to me,' suggested Marie, 'that if we all three like
motoring, we can telephone to Charles
King. He asked us to go out tonight,
you know, and seemed very much disappointed that we had an engagement.' She turned to George so sweet
ly that he was naturally obliged to sheet.
sheet.
acquiesce, but I noticed that he was
Mining Deed.
sheet.
thoughtful all evening."
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
The sewing circle giggled again.
Statement,
"Of course," murmured the girl with sheet.
the coronation braid, "men are not all
fluffy-haire-

1-- 2

2

1-- 2
1-- 2

1-- 4

2

1--

1-- 2

4

1-- 4

1--

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

1--

2

'

1-- 4

'

1--

1-- 2

Execution, 4 sheet.
Summons, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,

1-- 2

j

sheet.

4

2

1--

2

4

sheet

like that."

j
j

"Indeed

they aren't," agreed the
blonde, with satisfaction.
"When Marie comes to visit me I
want to show her that my friends are
not all like George. And if we marry
the nice, unassuming ones "
"We mostly do," said young Mrs.
Alllslon, soothingly. "The others remain bachelors, and their egotism
grows upon them."
Not Such an Empire, After All.
Somehow it shrinks the breadth of
our country when we know that an old
man can walk across it, from sea to
sea, in 77 days. Philadelphia Record.
fluffy-haire-

i

j

d

The One Place.
A gentleman was standing In the
lobby of one of Birmingham's leading
hotels when some one made a remark about it being so easy to get a
little "wet refreshments" In the Magic
city. The young man said: "I have
been In Birmingham for nine days and
I have never found that wet spot yet,
and I want to tell you I have looked
for it, too."
The "never sleep" negro porter of
this hostelry had become interested in
the conversation, and advancing close
enough to the speaker to tip his cap
politely, asked this question: "Boss,
where Is you been stopping 6ince you
come to town in de cemetery?" Birmingham News.

FIRST STATE FAIR
AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.

38

1910

A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
EVERY SPECIES OF HEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
AMUSEMENT

WILL

BE

PROVIDED

THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will
the down towa night attractions, Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.

far-nis- h
s

llREDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
iWrite the Seoretary

J. E. &RIELLY,
President.

fc

premium lists or other information!

JOHN B. McMANUs
Secretary.
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imported razors will be placed on sale this week as low as 97e. each.

i!!,?!I0iS,B,reTfroi,?,i'TSttheeaiinS
importers of razors in the United
BAN:3T CUTJ.EUY Co",
of New York City. They are
fffi,',VrHEMe
goods W e secured a big stock at a ridiculous figure, which puts
us in a position to offer you the following goodsat
nearly half the prices. All
razors are fully guaranteed ; if not satisfactory,
they can be exchanged. The
assortment comprises all of the followiug well known
makes:
wade & Butcher Ho. 150
Een HurNo. 107 ) Your choice Woitenholm I. X.L. No. 148 Lewis No. 105
I of any of
111
Woatanholm Pipe No. 149
Brondt No. lOO
f these
nor

h

high-grad-

JI 0

No. 116
Blue SteelNo. 117 ) 12.60 Razors
Also a f ew vert liiirh nrirt
1.1.1.. ni;cv.
ioW
Btely finished, to go at half price.
I $3.50 Brandt No. 115. S1.77
No. 112, $1.97
$4.50 Brandt No. 1 10, $2.47
Brandt Best No. 119, regular price
S5.00, our price $2.97 each
razors
are full hollow ground, and set ready
All
for use.
Ve will also place on sale 1000 of the genuine
s

f2'ran3l!!i!!l'$HZ

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

Our Price 970 each

Razor Strop is the best razor strop on the
market
Theonlyrazorsirop in thaworld that hones and
strops your razor at the same time and enables you to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can give. The Brandt
Kazor Strop will put a keener edr;e on a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor strop. GTJA RANTEED never to become hard or glossy. Special : a $2.00 Brandt Saf-t- y Rn-and
Brandt Shevir.ii Bruob for 97c. each. Mali,
FIIAF,I.
Se'f-Honi-n

Self-honi-

or

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

If-

The Rexall Store.

-

II

RAZOR STROPS

G

eJSr&So

The Brandt

i

mi

w

.

$2.00 Razor Hcnes 97c.

"Hirmi&mmm

vm-

"-se- t"

GAMBLER

fr

The regents of the Museum of New
Mexico held a business meeting this
forenoon in the Old Palace. Governor
Mills, Associate Justice John R. Mc-FiFrank Springer, of Las Vegas;
Charles F. Lummis and Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa were in attendDr.
ance. The remaining
member,
R. W. Corbin, of Pueblo, Colo., was expected to arrive this noon. Later in
the week, the board will leave for the
Rito de los Frijoles to view the excavations there.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $340.40 from Cleofes
Romero, warden of the penitentiary,
to be credited to the convicts' earnings fund.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills appointed the following notaries public: Herbert W. Clark,
East Las Vegas, and Juan Torres y
Romero, of Tome, Valencia county .
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed today by The Folsom Trading Company,
of Folsom, Union county.
The capitalization is $25,000, divided into 2,500
shares. The incorporators and directors are: James Ryan, 250 shares;
H. L. Ryan, 30 shares; Mary T. Ryan,
20 shares, all of Folsom,
Appointed on Territorial Board of
Education.
Governor Mills
today appointed
Charles S. Panter, (Brather Edwards)
president of Saint Michael's College,
Santa Fe, a member of the territorial board of education, to succeed
Brother Walter who has removed from
e,

m

,BZXii

$5.00

IMPORTED
RAZORS as low as
fine
1000

Minor City Topics

Regents of the New Mexico
Museum Hold Business
Meeting.

VFf?VBf?

-

n li IHILJ

REPRIEVE GRANTED

WITH

Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.
NO.

the territory.
Reprieve Issued.
Governor Mills, upon the recommendation of Chief Justice W. H.
Pope and District Attorney L. O. Ful-letoday granted a reprieve to Wade
Swift, in jail at Roswell for violating
the
law.
Insurance Company Barred.
The People's Insurance Company Ot
Philadelphia, which sought admission
to do business in the territory, has
been informed by Superintendent of
Insurance .Jacobo Chaves, that its capital, $25,000, is not sufficient to entile

n,

anti-gambli-

I9ATISFA0TION

ASSURED

FIRST CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
Z$g$gf?.Prop
HACK SERVICE

PopKes

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

The appellant brought suit to enjoin by the radicals, who placed, party
the appellee from enforcing said or- above the welfare of the commondinance, upon the ground that it did wealth.
not conform to Chapter 31 of the
Hon. O. A. Larrazola came over
Laws of 1909, but that it had been from Larrazola, to inject a little lue
drawn pursuant to Chapter 54 of the into the convention.
Laws of 1899. The lower as well as
Those who visited the court house
the supreme court, the decision of the today declared that it was significant
latter being written by Associate Jus- that a swarm of bees had taken postice M. C. Mechem, hold that the act session of one of the Linden trees in
of 1899 was not repealed by implica- - front of the court house and it ia
tion through the passage of the later thought that a number of Democratic
act. Under this decision of the su- - nominees may yet be stung."
(Continued From Page Two.)
preme court, the Roberts Law of 1909
offers
fall
LETTER LIST,
Goods
merely an alternative proceed-- !
of
New
Beautiful line
cases
for
street
A.
in
Miss
improvements,
ing
at
has
arrived
millinery
where the city council has not proList t letters remaining uncalled
Mugler's.
im tke postoffice at Santa, Fe, V.
AVe do not substitute.
The Capital vided for such improvements.
M., for the week ending August 20.
Pharmacy.
If sot called for witb.il tw wmJu
Get a new scarf for that piano, a
GIVE UP FIGHT IN DESPAIR.
fine line just received at Eyles Music
tkey will ibe sent t th Aeai letUr
Co.
dee at Washington:
(Continued From Page One)
"With Bridges Burned," "Under Both
Andrews, C. C.
Flags," "The Barrel Jumper" and that new fires are being set constantAire, Angelica.
'
Her Father's Pride". Just look at ly. He started 25 men on scout duty
Alire, Rumaldita.
these pictures that are less than ten in an effort to catch the culprits. The
Abilar, Candelaria.
days old. They are at the Elks' to fires in the Crater reserve and at Med-for- d
Baldwin, ay.
night.
are proving more serious every
Bourke, Thomas.
Brighten up your piano by purchas hour.
Braden, Frank, (2).
in g a new scarf, some beauties just
Burke, Thomas.
More Troops to Fight Fire.
received at Eyles Music Co.
22.
W. F.
D.
The
Butler,
C,
Aug.
Washigton,
cents for everybody, war
Twenty-fiv- e
officials held a conClark, J. M.
department
any part of the house tomorrow night. ference
Cornell, John.
today in an effort to find
Misses Chester and Bergere will be
to send additional fire fighters
Cordova, Jose S.
means
soloist at the Elks' tomorrow night,
At the con- - j Cordova, Gulupe.
northwest.
to
stricken
the
and Santa Feans who have already
Chaves, Ramoncita.
elusion a dispatch was sent to Bever- enjoyed their singing will be glad of
be rushed from
Doty, Delia.
this opportunity to again hear them. ly, asking that troops
to the burning sections,! Florez, Antonio.
With Miss Hanson, Miss Cheshire distant parts
decline to disclose: Gray, Josie.
and Miss Bergere as soloists tomor- but the officials
of the confer
result
One
Gomes, Simona.
their
plans.
row night, the success of the enterence was a decision to rush pack
Griego, Antonio O.
tainment is more than assured.
medical
and
army
with
Halloway,
Nora, (3).
trains
supplies
We please others, we can you. The
John.
devastated
Haplen,
into
the
regions.
suregons
Capital Pharmacy.
Lee, Laura.
County School Superintendent J.
Medical College.
V. Conway has received word
that DEMOCRATIC NOMINEES ARE
Manyon, A.
there is an opening near Santa Fe
TO BE "STUNG."
McCleary, Mrs. Nannie.
for a school teacher who holds a first
Muniz, Pedro.
who
can speak Bees Swarm Around Court House
grade certificate and
Martinez, Gregorio.
English and Spanish. The salary is
Held
Where Convention is Being
Noldy, Bertha.
$'J0 a month.
This Afternoon.
cents for everybody,
Ortega, Francisquita.
Twenty-fiv- e
The delegates to the Democratic f
Qulnteros, Nicolas.
any part of the house tomorrow night.
was
called
convention which
Ramires,
Santa Fe's largest drug store. The county
Francisquita.
for 2 o'clock this afternoon were in
Catarion.
Ramires,
Capital Pharmacy.
to
3
caucus until after
p. m. seeking
Paulita M.
Rodrigues,
It is to be hoped that the kindness
a basis for some fusion agreeSarah.
of the Military Band, Miss Hanson, reach
Sanders,
ment. The difficulty was in dividing
Miss Cheshire and Miss Bergere, and
Tipton, W. A.
the places on the ticket with members
met
with
be
will
Tomasita.
Stanton
Viedella,
Manager
most gratifying results, a big and ap- of the Santa Fe Commercial Club and
Dr. M. W., (4).
Williams,
also in inducing any one to be a canG. E.
preciative audience.
Walters,
"There is no sorrow like Remorse" didate.
Woodburn, Bessie,
There was a noticeable absence of
you will be remorseful if you miss the
la. calling for these letters pleas
sweet voices of Miss Cheshire, Miss delegates from outside precincts and state whether "advertised" or not.
Hanson and Miss Bergere tomorrow frantic efforts were made this mornE. C. BURKE.
night, and the inspiring strains of the ing to telephone to points in southPostmaster.
ern Santa Fe county imploring some
Military Band.
one to come up and attend the conTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
vention.
IMPORTANT OPINIONS
It was felt right from the beginConnection made with Automobile
HANDED DOWN,
ning that it was useless to put up any line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
from
opposition to the winning ticket nom- Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros(Continued
Page One.)
inated by the Republicans on Satur- well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rostion with an appeal therefrom.
day, but the plea was made by some well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Case No. 1314, City of Roswell, ap- - of the leaders that a ticket must be Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
'
pellee, vs. Robert Ingersoll, appellant, put up even if it was only to be de and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
from Chaves county, affirmed. The feated in order to keep intact the fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
city of Roswell, appellee, passed an party organization. The more
e
ordinance requiring the appellant to ing among them were disposed not to Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-makbuild a sidewalk in front of his lot.
a fight but they were out voted mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
j

EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESSING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th

FiliS

AUGUST 22, 1910.

it to do business in New Mexico, the
minimum capital requirement in this
territory being $100,000.
Road.
Plats for Las Vegas-Mor- a
The force of the territorial engineer today completed the plats for the
Las VgaslMora road and active construction work will begin soon.

Brother Edward Chosen
ber Territorial Board of
Education

FL01R

No BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE

mure

fflWHT

GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

n

MONDAY,

Baggies and Saddle Horses

-

i

far-see-- 1

I EW SA MPLES AT THE BIG STORE

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

NOW READY
The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,
Chicago, the famous makers of

man-tailore-

d

garments for women, made to
individual measure.
We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

Our Own Guarantee

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure In
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter in our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
style and individuality.
They will
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
d
ready-madesuits
The
made to your measure run from $13.50'
d
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing .to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost.

man-tailore- d

made-to-measu-

s.

We guarantee you complete
faction.

man-tailore-

This guarantee

satis-

covers

fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If
the garment when received Is not all

man-tailore-

nave the

perfect
right to refuse it. The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
you expect, you

man-tailore- d

them to fulfill it and for us it enforce
It.

We will see

faction.

that you get satis-

,

,

8

man-tailore- d

M. Kayser, Director

Please Come and See

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work Is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

Come and see this Fashion Portfolio. It is a complete education m
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pick out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.
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